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Overview

Using The Knowledge Loom:
Ideas and Tools for Collaborative Professional Development

A Guidebook for professional development facilitators and participants

Coom in my cCassroom is a device for
weaving fibers to create a stronger,

durable fabric. This Xnoweedge Loom has
yossibiCities for 'weaving' educators together
through colCaboration and sharedpractices to
create a stronger educational environment. 11
K-12 Art Teacher

Using The Knowledge Loom: Ideas and Tools for Collaborative Professional Development
provides a how-to resource for getting started with a collaborative process of professional
development that includes selecting best practices and identifying ways to put them into
action. While completing the activities in the Guidebook, you will be using The Knowledge
Loom: What Works in Teaching and Learning Web site (http://knowledgeloom.org) as a

content resource. The loom as a metaphor suggests a work in progress, a workspace where
selected and varied threads are drawn together to craft a cohesive, unique, and useful
fabric. Think about this Guidebook as a professional development resource loom where
some threads have been collected for you, and others can be discovered and selected by
you as your professional development process develops.

Some professional development facilitators and education leaders will find that following all
the steps and activities in the Guidebook fits just right with their school improvement
planning needs. Others will find that many of the activities can be modified and integrated
into already-existing workshops and planned group interactions. As any team of educators
uses The Knowledge Loom's content and the Guidebook's activities to move forward with a
collaborative process of decision-making and benchmarking, other appropriate and related
activities will most likely emerge. These can be integrated into the activities this Guidebook
presents and be inserted into its binder.

http://knowledgeloom.org
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Whether you add activities to those presented in the Guidebook or extract activities from
the Guidebook to add to your own programs, The Knowledge Loom's content and the
Guidebook's procedures can be powerful tools for planning effective professional develop-
ment.

The Knowledge Loom and this Guidebook are not the only tools you will need to institute
positive changes in teaching and learning. Some schools will need supplementary re-
sources to help analyze data to pinpoint areas in need of improvement. Others will have
already-existing school improvement activities in place and find that this Guidebook leads
them to best practice resources, and more specifically, to a way of thinking about profes-
sional development initiatives and programs as ongoing, collaborative, and reflective.

School improvement is a process that does not end after an action plan for one or two
goals has been set. It requires acting on your plan, systematically revisiting and monitoring
results, and returning to The Knowledge Loom and other similar quality resources for
information and inspiration as new needs arise.

Using The Knowledge Loom: Ideas and Tools for Collaborative Professional Development is
designed as a model for planning school improvement through collaborative inquiry, using
the proven practices presented on The Knowledge Loom: What Works in Teaching and
Learning Web site to influence choices and actions.

Think of this Guidebook and its binder as your loom for collecting materials to influence
exemplary teaching and learning.

http: / /knowledgeloom.org
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Who should use the Guidebook?

K-12 education leaders and professional development facilitators seeking strategies and
resources to develop school improvement through collaborative activities can use this
Guidebook to support and augment their planning and training initiatives. This includes
district and school professional development and curriculum coordinators, administrators,
school improvement team leaders, department heads, and technical assistance organiza-
tions that facilitate professional development.

How can the Guidebook be used?

The Guidebook is a companion to The Knowledge Loom: What Works in Teaching & Learn-
ing Web site (http://knowledgeloom.org). It is a tool to help education leaders facilitate
professional development through collaborative activities that use Knowledge Loom content
to guide improved teaching and learning. Although individuals can use the activities for
learning and reflection, the greatest power lies in completing them in collegial study groups
in order to influence whole-school change.

How is the Guidebook organized?

After the brief introductory sections, the activities are divided into modular steps. Although
the steps can be completed in any order, completing Step 1 first is essential. After complet-
ing Step 1, you might choose to work linearly through all the steps for a systematic, multi-
encounter approach to professional development, or you might choose only to complete
selected steps. Experienced professional developers will find that many of the activities can
be modified and integrated into their already-existing workshops and planned group

interactions.

http://knowledgeloom.org
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How are the modular steps organized?

Each step consists of:

A table of contents

An overview of the activities and the concepts presented

A Loom Locations section (which locates The Knowledge Loom content needed to
complete the activities)

Step-by-step directions for completing each activity

Facilitator notes, and

Activity organizers where participants can document decisions.

Do I need to be online to complete the activities?

Although The Knowledge Loom is an online resource, in most cases the content for each
activity can be downloaded, copied, and distributed for use off-line. Activities that require
using the site's online tools can be completed individually as a follow-up to the off-line
group work.

How do I get started?

Read the three brief introductory sections About The Knowledge Loom, The Knowledge
Loom and Professional Development, and Using The Knowledge Loom Guidebook. Con-
sider taking the online tour of The Knowledge Loom (http://knowledgeloom.org) to acquaint
yourself with how the site's content is organized. Then assemble a cohort of colleagues to
complete Step 1: Select a Theme. Once you have identified a focus theme for your school's
improvement efforts, either complete the rest of the steps in order, or select only those that
best serve your needs. Completing all the steps supports a long-term planning process for
improved teaching and learning.

13
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What is The Knowledge Loom?

I

The Knowledge Loom: What Works in Teaching & Learning (http://knowledgeloom.org) is an

online resource designed for interactive use by educators and education leaders, profes-
sional development coordinators, technical assistance organizations, and policymakers. This
Guidebook is a companion to The Knowledge Loom Web site. It is primarily a tool to help
education leaders facilitate professional development through collaborative activities that
use Knowledge Loom content to guide and improve teaching and learning. On The Knowl-
edge Loom, users can:

Review research that identifies best practices related to various themes.

View stories about the practices in schools/districts.

Learn to replicate the success of these practices in their own organizations.

Add stories, knowledge, and questions to the collections.

Participate in online events and discussions.

Discover supporting organizations and resources.

What is in it for you?

Use The Knowledge Loom collections to locate specific information when you need it for
school improvement planning and inspiration. Pose important questions and get answers
from others knowledgeable in the field. Contribute your own expertise via the many interac-
tive components. The Knowledge Loom is a place where researchers and practitioners
come together to exchange ideas and information about what works in teaching and
learning. All educators can benefit from studying the stories and practices, exploring the
links to other sites, and reviewing the ideas presented in the panel discussions and other
online tools. Sometimes professional growth simply means finding colleagues with whom
you can discuss and develop ideas and inspirations. The Knowledge Loom presents many
opportunities to exchange ideas with colleagues and broaden your understanding about
effective education practice, whether the colleagues are in your own school/district or
across the country.

1.4
http://knowledgeloom.org
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Why a Knowledge Loom?

The loom as a metaphor suggests a work in progress, a workspace where selected and
varied threads are drawn together to craft a cohesive, unique, and useful fabric.

The Knowledge Loom* Web site presents an online workspace where education-minded
users can select and weave distributed threads of information and experience in such a
way as to create a fabric of best practices most suited to their own conditions, needs, and
visions for excellence in teaching and learning. The Knowledge Loom provides the content
that supports collaborative professional development initiatives.

The name Knowledge Loom is used with permission from the Kellogg Foundation.

Where does The Knowledge Loom content originate?

The content comes from many places:

Technical assistance partner organizations, some funded by the United States Depart-
ment of Education;

Private educational products and services developers/providers;

Individual teachers and administrators in schools and districts nationwide; and

you! The Knowledge Loom is available for all its users to add their own threads of
wisdom and experience to the content through online interactive tools.

The Knowledge Loom regularly develops and spotlights best-practices information about
topics that concern educators today. These include literacy, equity, technology, math/
science, school organization, community involvement, professional development, and
others.

How did we get started?

In October 1998 the United States Department of Education assigned resources to the
Northeast and Islands Regional Educational Laboratory at Brown University (LAB), a pro-
gram of The Education Alliance, to develop a "...sustainable, customer-driven, distributed
repository/database of information on best practices in teaching and learning."

After talking to many educators, we realized that a repository was not enough. Our vision
was The Knowledge Looma comprehensive electronic environment that moves from
information delivery to information creation, from data to people, from a learning library to a

learning community. This Guidebook is a continuation of that work as it aims to bring the best-

practices content presented on The Knowledge Loom to districts, schools, and classrooms

through collaborative professional development activities that are both practical and innovative.

http://knowledgeloom.org
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The Knowledge Loom
and Professional Development

Every conversation between two professionals
is professional development. When schools are

designed so that teachers have time to talk to one
another and have input into curricuCar design,
implementation, and school-policy decisions, then
teachers will-possess the authority to develop and
implement solutions to the challenges they face. 11

Aaron Listhaus, K-12 Classroom Teacher, Long Island, Ny

Perspectives on Professional Development

In its report, "Teachers Take Charge of Their Learning: Transforming Professional Develop-

ment for Student Success," the National Education Association's (NEA) National Foundation
for the Improvement of Education (NFIE) recommends that schools take the following

"necessary actions":

Find time for continuous professional development.

To keep up with change, teachers need to set aside time to collaborate with their
colleagues and update their knowledge and skillsas professionals in other fields are

required to do.

Help teachers assume responsibility for their own professional development.

To ensure the quality of teaching, teachers need to take a proactive role in shaping their

future training directives.

The NFIE report is not alone in its call for new approaches to professional development, not
only for teachers, but for all educators. "New approaches to instruction will require new
ways of supporting, preparing, and strengthening teachers. Holding teachers accountable
to curriculum and performance standards is not enough; we must also change the pro-
cesses that lead to classroom learning," states the Third International Mathematics and

Science Study (TIMSS). "Collective analysis is perhaps the most valuable part of this process."

The American Federation of Teachers (AFT), in its document "Principles for Professional

Development," notes that "effective professional development expects teachers to be
intellectually engaged with ideas and resources" and that "professional development ought

to take a variety of forms."

http://knowledgeloom.org
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The National Staff Development Council (NSDC) views high-quality professional develop-

ment programs as essential to creating schools in which all students and staff members are
learners who continually improve their performance. NSDC's revised 2001 Standards for
Staff Development can be found online at http://www.nsdc.org/educatorindex.html. The
standards emphasize collaboration among educators, the use of data and research to
inform decisions, and the use of multiple sources of information to guide improvement and
demonstrate its impact.

The best practices for effective professional development posted on The Knowledge Loom
are in tune with all of these sources (see http://knowledgeloom.org/pd or page 10 in this
section).

Professional Development and School Improvement

The message is clear: Teachers and other education professionals need to engage in

professional development activities outside of traditional after-school workshops and in-
service days; and professional development must focus not only on curriculum, but on
school improvement goals overall. The Knowledge Loom is a unique platform for moving
your school's professional development approaches in this direction.

The LAB is strong in its belief that professional development is key to whole-school change
that can have a profound effect on student achievement, and its work supports the per-
spectives of nationally respected professional organizations most focused on teacher
development. The LAB embraces a process known as collaborative inquiry to assist
schools in becoming active communities of learners. Using The Knowledge Loom: Ideas
and Tools for Collaborative Professional Development is organized around this process of
collaborative inquiry. The Guidebook asks that a group of educators, such as a school

improvement team, come together to explore The Knowledge Loom content and decide
how best to make use of it in light of their own school or organization.

Professional Development and This Guidebook

The Guidebook provides tools and strategies to help teams:

Identify questions that matter to their schools;

Design investigations using material about best practices from The Knowledge Loom;
and

Solve problems using reliable information that makes sense for their own school
improvement efforts.

Note: Terms appearing in boldface text are defined in Appendix A: Glossary.

II A B Using TA 40wh4 Loo n: A Guidebook
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This is accomplished in five steps:

Step One: Select a Theme

Step Two: Review Best Practices

Step Three: Analyze Success Stories

Step Four: Identify Support Resources

Step Five: Action Planning and Dissemination

Although the steps presented in the Guidebook can be completed in any order, completing
Step 1 first is essential, because it further describes collaborative inquiry and guides the
identification of a focus theme that will become central to all the collaborative activities.

Spotlight on Best Practices for Effective Professional Development

As part of your first tour of The Knowledge Loom Web site, consider visiting the spotlight on
best practices in Professional Development (http://knowledgeloom.org/pd), reproduced in
part on page 10. On The Knowledge Loom, you can explore a list of best practices, view
the research and stories supporting these practices, join a panel discussion with experts, or
post your own thoughts online.

:41http :/ /know ledge loom iong /pd / Index shtm I

IN THE
SPOTLIGHT

LOG IN

HOPIE 'ABOUT'

0 9
.1 z

P esstional
Itt

Wien I this Spotlight' soul find
characteristics for suo Professional Developrrent,

stones about the s ohools and tUstncts related
policy and research

Investigate I Jo Ebb e I Related Resources I Anis

Maallati
Wick photo for tot)
Sparks sihilorr

The Collection
Agreeing leatobablit database of best mottos resootoes. Use thereto'
ins*e your own roodets that work "

Search the
Coliettson

Click the "Investigate this Spotlight" button to view the list of practices and links to related
school success stories and research.

BESTCOPYAVAILABLE

http://knowledgeloom.org
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Best Practices for Effective Professional Development
Found on The Knowledge Loom

Many factors contribute to an effective and successful professional development
initiative. These principles of effective professional development are among those
identified from the findings of recent research and reports of expert opinion. They
focus attention on professional development strategies for improving students'
learning over time.

Professional development should be based on analyses of the differences

between (a) actual student performance and (b) goals and standards for
student learning.

Professional development should involve teachers in the identification of
what they need to learn and in the development of the learning experi-
ences in which they will be involved.

Professional development should be primarily school-based and built into
the day-to-day work of teaching.

Professional development should be organized around collaborative
problem solving.

Professional development should be continuous and ongoing, involving
follow-up and support for further learning, including support from sources
external to the school that can provide necessary resources and new
perspectives.

Professional development should incorporate evaluation of multiple
sources of information on (a) outcomes for students and (b) the instruction
and other processes that are involved in implementing the lessons
learned.

Professional development should provide opportunities to gain an under-
standing of the theory underlying the knowledge and skills being learned.

Professional development should be connected to a comprehensive
change process focused on improving student learning.

See Appendix D for further references supporting the effectiveness of collabora-
tive inquiry and other professional development processes.

A B Using TA 14.0witif Loos.: A Guidebook
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0 II 0

Overview

S

This Guidebook is a companion to The Knowledge Loom: What Works in Teaching & Learn-
ing Web site (http://knowledgeloom.org). It is a tool to help education leaders facilitate
professional development through collaborative activities that use Knowledge Loom content
to guide improved teaching and learning. Although individuals can use the activities for

learning and reflection, the greatest power lies in completing them in collegial study groups
in order to influence whole-school change. Using The Knowledge Loom: Ideas and Tools for
Collaborative Professional Development can help you get started using best practices
presented on The Knowledge Loom for local staff development and school improvement

efforts. Consider these approaches:

Workshops

Use the activity organizers and processes outlined in the Guidebook to organize a series of
workshops on best practices focused on a theme of your choice. By choosing to complete

all five steps over time, a cohesive year-long professional development initiative can be
planned. By using The Knowledge Loom in this way, the school can select benchmarks
(or best practices) that can become targeted parts of its improvement plan; and by develop-
ing corresponding performance indicators (i.e., evidence), the effectiveness of that
plan can systematically be measured.

Team Efforts

Planning teams can use the Guidebook to design meetings and other ongoing
small-group work. Turn school improvement planning into a professional development
experience by having participants use the activity organizers that accompany each activity
to document needs, progress, and shared decision-making. These organizers can even be

used as a demonstration of contact hours and submitted for professional development

points.

Independent Study

Although we advocate using the Guidebook for ongoing collaborative inquiry among
colleagues, educators can still benefit from using the activities, organizers, and, in particular,
the resources and interactive tools on The Knowledge Loom on their own as thinking and
reflection tools. Completed activity organizers can be submitted as a demonstration of

participation for professional development points.

Note: Terms appearing in boldface text are defined in Appendix A: Glossary.

http://knowledgeloom.org
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Continuing the Process

It is important to point out that Using The Knowledge Loom: Ideas and Tools for Collabora-
tive Professional Development is only a beginning. And it is not the only tool you will need
in order to institute positive changes in teaching and learning. School improvement is an
ongoing process and obviously does not end after an action plan for one or two goals has
been set It requires acting on your plan, systematically revisiting and monitoring results,
and returning to The Knowledge Loom and other similar quality resources for information
and inspiration as new needs arise. These are important next steps in advancing school
improvement

How the Guidebook is Organized

After the Overview, Quick Start, and three brief introductory sections, the activities are
divided into modular steps (five in all). Although the steps can be completed in any order,
completing Step 1 first is essential. After completing Step 1, you might choose to carry out
steps in consecutive order for a systematic, multi-encounter approach to professional
development, or you might choose only to complete selected steps. Each step has three
components:

Introductory Material

Take time to read through the introductory material before going on to the activities. This
material gives an overview of all the activities included in that step, outlines the concepts
that underlie the activities, and points to where you will find information on The Knowledge
Loom to help complete the activity organizers.

Step-by-Step Descriptions of Activities and Related Activity Organizers

Step-by-step directions make it easy for any facilitator to lead a team through each sug-
gested activity. Activity organizers related to each activity provide a template for organizing,
analyzing, and sharing information, and encourage reflection on the professional develop-
ment process with suggestions for how to document it. The Guidebook also includes
examples of completed activity organizers to clarify the directions.

Follow-up and Extension Activities

Follow-up and extension activities are included in each step. Many of these encourage
participation in The Knowledge Loom community through posting thoughts, experiences,
and ideas online for others to see. The ability to connect with colleagues outside of the
school or district is an important benefit of using The Knowledge Loom for professional
growth, and these follow-up activities should not be overlooked. Try to complete as many as
possible. Online contributions add threads of experience and wisdom that are helpful to
others in the broader education community.

http://knowledgeloom.org
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Notes for Facilitators

A

As a professional development facilitator, you are under pressure to present ideas and
content that educators can use immediately in their jobs. The Knowledge Loom and Using
The Knowledge Loom: Ideas and Tools for Collaborative Professional Development can

help! Throughout the Guidebook, look for Notes for Facilitators. This section appears just
before the activity organizers in each step. The notes present tips and ideas for effectively
using the activities and resources explained in each step. Some general ideas for using the
Guidebook follow.

Ideas for Workshops

As you plan workshops and other professional get-togethers around issues related to
school improvement, use the Guidebook for creating meaningful collaborative activities.
Each of the activity organizers that accompany the activities in the Guidebook builds on the
previous ones, but most of the activities also can be completed independently of the others
and integrated into your own, already-existing workshop and activity designs. Consider

designing a semester- or year-long series of mini-workshops (two to three hours each),
designed around the concepts presented in each step in the Guidebook.

Ideas for Teams

School improvement teams or groups of educators can use the Guidebook together as a
basis for ongoing work. The activity organizers can serve as a foundation for an ongoing
conversation about school improvement goals. The Knowledge Loom contains numerous
resources (e.g., lists of best practices, supporting research, success stories, and Web links),

and a team approach can help provide a manageable way to review, assess, and use those

resources. Consider splitting up resources among a number of different teams and having

these teams report to one another regularly.

Ideas for Individuals

If you are in contact with individual educators who are looking to pursue professional
development on their own time, direct them to use the Guidebook for structured indepen-
dent study about improving classroom practice. Completed activity organizers and postings
on The Knowledge Loom Web site document independent study. Time spent on completing
these tasks can be used to determine contact hours to be granted for independent work.

Adding your Ideas

As you work with groups, you might develop your own activities inspired by the Guidebook.
you could not only add these to your binder, but we encourage you to send them to The
Knowledge Loom team. In addition, please share your ideas by using the evaluation from
Appendix C. The Knowledge Loom team is interested in regularly evaluating and expanding
this resource. your input is extremely helpful.

r) 9 http://knowledgeloom.org
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Notes for Professional Development Participants

As a busy educator, you are most interested in the take-away value that any professional

development opportunity presents"How can I use this information in my school tomor-
row or next week?" Consider the Guidebook as the take-away value you get from partici-
pation in The Knowledge Loom community. Whether you are using it with a planning team,
as part of a workshop, or on your own to discover best practices and how others are
putting them into action, it can help you to turn the ideas and information presented on
The Knowledge Loom into action in your own classroom, school, or district.

Each step of the Guidebookfive in allincludes activity organizers that help to structure
the activities and document your decisions. The organizers progressively take you through
the process of identifying an improvement goal and working toward that goal. As you use
the activity organizers, you will spend time reading and evaluating resources found on The
Knowledge Loom and then begin tying them to your own school improvement activities.

Ideas for Individuals

If you are in a situation where collaborative professional development activities are not

offered, consider organizing a team of colleagues and using the Guidebook to direct your
cohort. Although we advocate using the Guidebook for ongoing collaborative inquiry

among colleagues, educators can also benefit from using the activities, organizers, and, in
particular, the resources and interactive tools on The Knowledge Loom on their own for
thinking and reflection.

Getting Credit

If it is necessary for you to use The Knowledge Loom Web site and Guidebook indepen-
dently of a formal professional development offering in your school or district, investigate
the possibility of getting professional development credit for your Knowledge Loom work.
For anyone who wants to pursue this further, gathering support from the school or district
is an important first step in being able to turn this into a recognized professional develop-
ment opportunity. you can use the completed activity organizers and online entries that
you make on The Knowledge Loom Web site as demonstration of contact hours.

0 3
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Although this Guidebook is designed to be modularthe user is able to select and com-
plete various steps from the five offered, based on need and interestit is essential that
users complete Step 1 before any of the others. Step 1 supports the selection of a focus
theme for school improvement and initiates a collaborative inquiry process whereby
colleagues work together to articulate goals, understandings, and actions related to the
selected theme.

The content base for the school improvement activities offered in the Guidebook is The
Knowledge Loom Web site (http://knowledgeloom.org), which is structured as a set of
theme-based spotlights. Spotlights offer organized collections of best-practice resources
along with interactive tools that encourage personal reflection and collegial discussion.

School teams will use already-existing documents such as school improvement plans,
district mandates, student performance scores, and such to select a focus theme. The work

with this Guidebook begins when a selected focus theme matches a Knowledge Loom
spotlight

ACTIVITIES

DURATION

you will discuss your identified school improvement needs; these are
your focus themes. Then select one focus theme that correlates with a
Knowledge Loom spotlight. In the Step 1 extension activity, you will
respond to a key question found online in the Input your Ideas" section
of that spotlight, and then you will review the responses of your col-
leagues. you may wish to follow up this activity with a face-to-face
discussion. A participants' evaluation form is provided for your conve-
nience in Appendix C.

PREPARATION

1 1/2 hours, plus about 30 minutes for the extension activity. (After
people have completed the "Input your Ideas" extension activity, they
may want to schedule time to discuss what was discovered.)

Note:

This overview and the section, Why School Improvement Through

Collaborative Inquiry?, can be copied and distributed to introduce
participants to important concepts and processes used in this step.

Terms appearing in boldface text are defined in Appendix A: Glossary.

http://knowledgeloom.org
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Why School Improvement
Through Collaborative Inquiry?

"Iwish I had more time to get together
with my coCCeagues. I Cearn the most

from taCking with other educators. 11
Teacher comment from The Knowledge Loom

Many teachers say that the best kind of professional development comes from talking with
other teachers. They can learn what their colleagues think about issues in their school and
get advice that is practical and relevant. This Guidebook is predicated on the value of
educators talking together, sharing their insights, and asking questions together. The
activities are most effectively accomplished through a process known as collaborative
inquiry. It asks that a group of educators, such as a school improvement team, come
together to explore The Knowledge Loom content and decide how best to make use of it in
light of the needs of their own school or organization.

According to the National Partnership for Excellence and Accountability in Teaching
(N PEAT), high-quality professional development "should involve teachers in the identifica-

tion of what they need to learn" and "should be organized around collaborative problem
solving" (N PEAT, http : / /www.npeat.org /dialogue.html). Rather than relying only on quick-fix

solutions generated by outside experts, collaborative inquiry asks that school-based practi-
tioners locate, create, and analyze knowledge that makes sense for their own context and
situation. There are many forms of collaborative inquiry: study circles, action research, and
data-driven team planning, among others.

Collaborative inquiry as a formal process may be unfamiliar to some educators, yet it
reflects current research about what constitutes high-quality professional development
Although information can be garnered through individual study, it is the process of negotiat-
ing meaning that propels us to deeper levels of understanding of content and concepts.
This is true for our K-12 students, as well as for adults. Collaboration and inquiry are the
cornerstones of good teaching and learning.

http://knowledgeloormorg
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Both parts of the term collaborative inquiry are crucial. School improvement is a demanding
challenge, and it requires that educators work together to build relationships and to collec-
tively solve larger educational problems. This Guidebook asks educators to work in teams
as part of a collaborative effort. Collaboration requires both active listening and receptive
talking. It values both diverse perspectives and shared understanding. While some educa-
tors have extensive experience in collaborative settings, others may find that the Guidebook
introduces them to new skills and processes.

The inquiry process is fostered by disciplined curiosity and guided questions. It is less

formal than research methodology, but more systematic than personal opinions or impres-
sions. Those educators who engage in an inquiry process can become more reflective and
critical of their ownand their school'spractices. Using the wealth of informational re-
sources and best practices on The Knowledge Loom, collaborative groups are able to
further their capacity for inquiry and therefore further their chances of learning together as
part of a team process.

As researcher Ann Lieberman has noted, "cultures of colleagueship, continuous inquiry, and
collaborative work...may well mark the organizational path to the schools of the future
Beginning with Step 1, this Guidebook will help your team identify what is important and
promote discussions that move the team toward working solutions.

" Our group was taken with the idea that we
couCd actuaCCy begin to conduct inquiries

into our own teaching. 147e have so often feCt-
puCCed in one direction or another by the swing
of the educational-pendulum ... [But now], we
would be working as a community of learners. 11
ESL Teacher, Lowell, MA

13 A B Using TA le.404utelfit &gm: A Guidebook
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Focus Themes and School Improvement Goals

Which issues most concern the stakeholders in your district? What are the education
practices that you consider most important when developing school improvement plans?
Has your school or district produced a mandate for improvement related to curriculum,
student populations, or methodologies? Any of these could be identified as focus themes
for your district, and it is important to take time to consider these themes and how they
relate to school improvement goals. School improvement goals are the end result
people are hoping for when getting engaged in change efforts. They are the expectations
and explicitly stated intentions of improvement efforts.

Often listed as 'number one' among these goals is increased student performance. Other
goals usually support this primary one. For example, improving the quantity and quality of
professional development and connecting professional development to student improve-
ment are goals that many schools set, believing that if they achieve these, they will have
taken an important step toward increasing results on student performance measures. Other
school improvement goals are to increase family or community involvement in academic
activities and to develop systematic data-driven decision-making processes.

To support school improvement efforts, The Knowledge Loom Web site (http://
knowledgeloom.org) is structured as a series of theme-based spotlights that contain rich
collections of well-organized resources. Spotlights offer lists and explanations of best
practices, related success stories, pointers to research, links to resources that can be found
on other Web sites, and a set of interactive tools that prompt users to input knowledge of

their own. In some cases, these interactive tools include a panel discussion with experts in
the field. Spotlights provide the essential information and interaction needed to successfully
identify best practices and develop strategies for implementing them in a school or district.

In Step 1, you will first identify a key focus theme for your improvement planning and match
it to a Knowledge Loom spotlight We recommend that you don't make that selection alone.
In preparation, you will need to have gone through a process of identifying your school
improvement needs by discussing and reviewing your site's guiding documents (com-
prehensive education/school reform plans, state and local mandates, student test scores,
examples of student work, etc.). Identify a collaborative team at your site that can review
and analyze this data and, together, discuss key improvement needs. In this way, you will be
engaged in a collaborative process toward improved teaching and learning.

In cases where your focus theme matches a Knowledge Loom spotlight, using the Web site
and Guidebook will help you articulate improvement goals and guide conversations, deci-
sions, and planning that promote school improvement

http://knowledgeloom.org
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Loom Locations

In Step 1 you will use The Knowledge Loom home page and the "Join Dialog" interactive
tool called "Input Your Ideas" related to your selected Knowledge Loom spotlight.

Note: If you do not have access to a computer with Internet capabilities during your collaborative
inquiry sessions, you can print out the pages of these two locations and use paper copies to

complete the activities.

Loeice:4[http://knowkdeelooraora/inderrahtml

HOME ABOUT'

, 4 _
/11111,41hatIrEl.ritirnP:kiri,aChinil darning

tr"fl The Collection
A database of best practice resources,

11,041,i

L I BR AR Y
'Spotlights" are specially organised collections of resources on
selected education topics or challenges.

Nf Adolescent Literacy in the Content Areas

Cultural Relevance in Teaching
Early Literacy, a National Perspective
Early Literacy in the Northeast

Good Models of Teaching with Technology

Middle School Math

Professional Development

School, Fernily er.Community.Partneiships

Technology Leadership..

0.1.. INI.

(4kSearch
the Collection

:

LOG IN .

REGISTER

TOUR

NEWSLETTER

what Educators say

Figure 1: The Knowledge Loom home page

Take The Knowledge

Loom Tour.

To get better acquainted
with what The Knowl-
edge Loom offers, take
the tour.

Click the "TOUR" button

located on the home
page (http://
knowledgeloom.org).

Note the list of focus themes under the heading Spotlight Library.

you can do most of the work to complete this step without being on The Knowledge Loom.
you will primarily be reflecting on your own school's or district's school improvement needs
and goals. However, you will want to check The Knowledge Loom home page (Figure 1)
before beginning. Since The Knowledge Loom is constantly adding new spotlights, take a
look at the home page (http://knowledgeloom.org) to review the current Spotlight. Library
list, and add any new titles to the left-hand column on Activity Organizer 1.1.

http://knowledgeloom.org
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JOIN
THE DIALOG HOME 1 ABOUT Irt-jraurt

a 0 I

J.c.-...44 the discussion

RETURN
TO COVE

A panel of educators speak about their successful professional
development models.

--Read what they have to say.
--Share you ideas on the subject.

JOIN THE DISCUSSION

.00
your story

Tell us about your most effective professional development
experience. Share tips, insights, and special stories about professional
development at your site.

ADD YOUR STORY (requires log in)
READ OTHERS' STORIES

11 +44,1 your ideas

Research Tells Us...
The most effective professional development plans include having
teachers regularly analyze what students need to know and match this
to what they themselves need to learn to meet student needs.

The Field Tells Us...
School-level educators are prevented from developing this analytical
capacity by bureaucratic structures such as scheduling, lack of planning
time, school cultures focused on 'covering" content, etc.

Answer this question
How must school systems change in order to allow educators the time it
takes to regularly review student work and translate deficiencies into
professional development needs?

ADD YOUR RESPONSE (requires log in)
READ OTHERS' RESPONSES

Figure 2: "Input your Ideas" interactive tool from the Professional Develop-
ment spotlight on The Knowledge Loom

To locate the interactive tool called "Input Your Ideas" for your selected spotlight:

1 Click the spotlight title on The Knowledge Loom home page.

2 Click "Join Dialog" from the spotlight cover page.

3 Scroll down to "Input Your Ideas."

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

http://knowledgeloom.org
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GOAL

MATERIALS

DURATION

Step 1 Activity 1
Focus Themes and School Improvement Goals

Identify school improvement goals using The Knowledge Loom spotlights
to foster discussion, gather knowledge, and select a focus theme.

Activity Organizer 1.1Select a Focus Theme

Existing school/district guiding documents (comprehensive education/
school improvement plans; state and local curriculum mandates; student
test scores; examples of student work, etc.)

Printout of The Knowledge Loom home page (http://knowledgeloom.org)

11/2 hours

http://knowledgeloom.org
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Activity Organizer 1.1 Select a Focus Theme
When this organizer is complete, you will have:

Pinpointed the focus themes that are most closely tied to your stated school improvement efforts,

Identified a single spotlight with which to work on The Knowledge Loom, and

Set school improvement goals upon which to focus your work.

List three key school improvement goals in the boxes across the top of the organizer. Put an asterisk
next to focus themes most important to you (determine this by examining your guiding documents
and discussing them with colleagues). Rate on a scale of 1 through 3 (3 being the most significant)
the impact that each of the marked focus themes has on the three identified goals.

.161 Focus Themes
(Knowledge Loom Spotlights)

School Improvement Goals
Student

A chiewement
reacher

Sati.4facti.o-vv
Effective/

Leadersh4.

Adolescent Literacy *
in the Content Areas 3

Cultural Relevance
in Teaching

* ,

Early Literacy

Middle School Mathematics

Professional Development * 3
%
3 4

School, Family, Community
Partnerships

Teaching With Technology * / 3

Technology Leadership

Which of the focus themes scored the highest? This is the spotlight that you will use when completing
other steps in The Knowledge Loom Guidebook. Note it here:

Knowledge Loom Spotlight Acloleiscefit Literacy l'Av the. C antmt A yeas-

Now that you have identified a focus theme, list the improvement goals you selected to address as you
explore this theme.
1. increa4eci. 5t1A.CleAelt GLCALOVe411,01ett (AV literacy
9 reacher cctoperoruso, for literacy Costetict-urii (Aii c1,1, c,-emtcxeezw
3. Dernatutrated. st(ppart (Udine. and/ resources) for literacy Crattaruve,s-

at leadership lewel.
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Directions: Step 1Activity 1

1

2

3

4

5

Start by reviewing the focus themes that have been listed in the left-hand

column on Activity Organizer 1.1. These represent spotlights on The

Knowledge Loom. If there are additional spotlights presented on The

Knowledge Loom home page, add these to your activity organizer.

Consider which of these focus themes already have the attention of

stakeholders in your school or district by reviewing the guiding docu-

ments that exist at your school and having a discussion with a small

group of colleagues about what they perceive to be the crucial issues.

Mark two or three with an asterisk that gather the most attention.

Note: Several study groups might complete this exercise independently

and then compare findings. In some cases an entire school will adopt one

focus theme to pursue across grade levels and content areas. In other

cases, it might be appropriate for different groups to adopt different

themes. For example, in an elementary school, the first through third

grade teachers might choose to focus on early literacy, while the fourth

grade teachers might wish to focus on technology in the classroom.

Now identify school improvement goals that represent expectations for

local improvement efforts, and write these into the heading row in the

chart.

Use a rating scale of 1-3 (3 being a strong connection) to identify the

level of impact each focus theme marked with an asterisk has on the

three identified goals. By considering how each focus theme relates to
your goals, you can identify those themes that will be most important to

focus on for improvement. If there is a direct connection between the

focus theme and the goal, record a rating of 3. If there is little or no

connection, record a rating of 1. Use 2 for moderate connections.

Together, discuss and identify which of these themes seems to have the

highest priority. Start by scoring each of the focus themes. Which are

most connected to the goals you identified? In the space provided on

Activity Organizer 1.1, record the one focus theme most connected to

your identified goals. List your goals beneath it. you will use this informa-

tion to guide all the other steps you complete in the Guidebook.

34 http://knowledgeloom.org
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GOAL

MATERIALS

DURATION

-

Broaden the conversation by connecting to The Knowledge Loom's
online community, posting your thoughts, reading others' responses, and
organizing study groups to further discuss input from your colleagues.

Activity Organizer 1.2 Input your Ideas

Activity Organizer 1.3Learning From Colleagues

Printout of the "Input your Ideas" question from your selected Knowledge
Loom spotlight or online access to the question

Online access to The Knowledge Loom where you can input your
thoughts and read the thoughts of your colleagues (See Loom Locations)

30 minutes

http://knowledgeloom.org
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Activity Organizer 1.2-Input your Ideas

Extension: Broadening the Conversation

Record your thoughts in response to the "Input your Ideas" question on The Knowledge Loom.

Activity Organizer 1.3-Learning From Colleagues

Extension: Reflection

Reflect on what colleagues had to say about the "Input your Ideas" question in your selected spotlight
on The Knowledge Loom. Are their ideas similar to yours? What is different? What is a surprise?
What did you learn from their ideas?

101 A B Using TA K4stsailfit talitl< A Guidebook
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Directions: Step 1Activity 2

1

2

3

Each spotlight theme on The Knowledge Loom features a key question,

which is accessed by clicking "Join Dialog" from the selected spotlight
cover page, and then clicking "Input your Ideas" in the left-hand naviga-

tion area (or use the printout of the "Input your Ideas" question). Take a

few minutes to review the "Input your Ideas" question for your selected

spotlight. Jot down some notes to formulate your response on Activity
Organizer 1.2 before posting.

Access the "Input your Ideas" question for your selected spotlight online
(see directions above). Click "Add your Response" and enter your com-

ments in the online form. you will need to register on The Knowledge

Loom and/or log in to post a message'

After you have posted your own response, click "Read Others' Re-

sponses" to compare your ideas with that of colleagues. Jot down some

notes as directed on Activity Organizer 1.3.

Note: you may want to return to The Knowledge Loom several times over

the next few days to check for additional postings from colleagues. If
there are interesting points of diversion between your thinking and others,

either seek them out individually to discuss, or organize a study group to

compare ideas and find useful synergies that can affect your school

improvement work.

If you have not already done so, consider taking The Knowledge Loom

Tour to get better acquainted with what the site offers. Click the 'TOUR"

button located on the home page at http://knowledgeloom.org.

There is a "Register" and a "Log In" button' on each Knowledge Loom page. Once you have registered,
keep a record of your user name and password. The next time you use one of The Knowledge Loom's
interactive tools, log in with this information. When you register, you are given the option to receive an
occasional email message that will update you on new content added to The Knowledge Loom.

http://knowledgeloom.org
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Notes for Facilitators
Activity Organizer 1.1 is designed to help participants connect stated school improve-
ment goals to The Knowledge Loom's spotlights. In order to do this, it-is best to collect
and review existing planning documents, state/district mandates, samples of student
work, test scores, etc. and then match their contents with themes listed on the activity
organizer. We are assuming that the school already has some planning data and is merely
examining it to identify the most pressing priorities for school improvement. In schools
where this is not the case, more in-depth time might need to be spent on collecting and
analyzing data (student results, parent feedback, teacher surveys, etc.).

Because there may be several matching themes between school improvement docu-
ments and Knowledge Loom contents, for best results, participants will need to discuss
immediate priorities and focus on one theme and a limited number of goals related to
that theme. In some cases, different groups might choose to focus on different themes.
For example, in an elementary school, the first through third grade teachers might choose
to focus on early literacy, while the fourth grade teachers might wish to focus on technol-
ogy in the classroom. Important: In order to use the Guidebook, participants must
identify at least one school or district focus theme for improvement that is also a Knowl-
edge Loom spotlight.

Note that the left-hand column on Activity Organizer 1.1 has some blank spaces. That is
because The Knowledge Loom is continually adding new spotlights. Visit The Knowledge
Loom's home page (http://knowledgeloom.org) to review a listing of current spotlights
(under the heading Spotlight Library). Add new spotlight titles to the activity organizer as
needed.

If you have pre-determined which of The Knowledge Loom spotlight themes participants
will be working with (for example, you may be doing professional development around
technology, and you know participants will be using the Technology Leadership spotlight),
you will need to alter the activity slightly. Participants still should discuss the importance
of the selected theme as a priority and identify goals related to that theme.

If you have access to a computer lab, consider having participants complete the exten-
sion activities while you are working with them face-to-face. "Input your Ideas" is a
valuable community-building activity. When participants post there, they are helping add
to the knowledge base and participating in a learning community beyond the local
setting. This is an important concept to promote.

The "Input your Ideas" extension activity provides participants with an opportunity to get
their feet wet with The Knowledge Loom and understand its basic structure. Encourage
them also to take The Knowledge Loom Tour to get better acquainted with what the site
offers (click the "TOUR" button located on the home page at http://knowledgeloom.org).
The tour can be taken by individuals, pairs, or as a large-group demonstration activity
after Activity Organizer 1.1 has been completed.

http://knowledgeloom.org
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Notes

Use this page to record how you used or modified the activities in this step.

Special Request: The Knowledge Loom team is interested in how you used the
Guidebook and The Knowledge Loom Web site. Please take the time to complete
and mail us the facilitator's evaluation in Appendix C.

A B Using TA 140witiiit to00.: A Guidebook
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Step 1: Activity Organizers
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Activity Organizer 1.1-Select a Focus Theme

Focus Themes
(Knowledge Loom Spotlights)

School Improvement Goals

Adolescent Literacy
in the Content Areas

Cultural Relevance in Teaching

Early Literacy

Middle School Mathematics

Professional Development

School, Family, Community
Partnerships

Teaching with Technology

Technology Leadership

Which of the focus themes scored the highest? This is the spotlight that you will use when completing
other steps in The Knowledge Loom Guidebook. Note it here:

Knowledge Loom Spotlight

Now that you have identified a focus theme, list the improvement goals you selected to address as you
explore this theme.

http://knowledgeloom.org
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When this organizer is complete, you will have:

Pinpointed the focus themes that are most closely tied to your stated school improvement efforts,

Identified a single spotlight with which to work on The Knowledge Loom, and

Set school improvement goals upon which to focus your work.

List three key school improvement goals in the boxes across the top of the organizer. Put an asterisk
next to focus themes most important to you (determine this by examining your guiding documents
and discussing them with colleagues). Rate on a scale of 1 through 3 (3 being the most significant)
the impact that each of the marked focus themes has on the three identified goals.

Focus Themes
(Knowledge Loom Spotlights)

School Improvement Goals
Student

A chi.e.vemi,e,vtt
Teacher

Socrofacttayv
Effect-we/

Leaciers.hip

Adolescent Literacy *
in the Content Areas 3 ,--__f);-./'.2
Cultural Relevance
in Teaching

Early Literacy
N
,

.\ --..;..-0-/

,,,

Middle School Mathematics ,-
-/

Professional Development * 3
,,f

s, 1

School, Family, Community
Partnerships

, N.

Teaching With Technology * 1 3

Technology Leadership

Which of the focus themes scored the highest? This is the spotlight that you will use when completing
other steps in The Knowledge Loom Guidebook. Note it here:

Knowledge Loom Spotlight Aciatescmt Literacy (44. the/ Cant-eh/It A recw

Now that you have identified a focus theme, list the improvement goals you selected to address as you
explore this theme.
1. Increcueci. itudeAlt achieNemlont Cvvliteracy

. . -. .loe . . . . .111 . . , I. . .si . . I.

3 . 'DeAtto-nistrated, Sap
at leadership lew

art (t(ni,e. and resaurce.$) far literacy Crattarove/s,
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Activity Organizer 1.2 Input your Ideas

Extension: Broadening the Conversation

Record your thoughts in response to the "Input your Ideas" question on The Knowledge Loom.

Note: If you have not already done so, take The Knowledge Loom tour to get better acquainted
with what the site offers. Click the "TOUR" button located on the home page at:

http://knowledgeloom.org
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Activity Organizer 1.3 Learning From Colleagues

Extension: Reflection

Reflect on what colleagues had to say about the "Input your Ideas" question in your selected spotlight
on The Knowledge Loom. Are their ideas similar to yours? What is different? What is a surprise?
What did you learn from their ideas?

Note: If you have not already done so, take The Knowledge Loom tour to get better acquainted
with what the site offers. Click the "TOUR" button located on the home page at:

http://knowledgeloom.org
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Step 2:
Review Best Practices

Concepts: Reviewing/Selecting Best Practices,
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In Step 1, you identified at least one focus theme for your school that corresponds to a
Knowledge Loom spotlight. The question now is "What are the best practices that
will play a key role in improvement related to that theme?"

In this step you will review lists of best practices presented on The Knowledge Loom and
evaluate which of these practices is most critical in your school improvement efforts. In
many cases, these practices are research-based and/or have shown proven results in actual
schools or classrooms. Through a series of exercises, you will study and discuss the prac-
tices and begin to identify performance/success measures that will help you to know
when you have successfully put them into action at your own site.

ACTIVITIES

DURATION

you will review a list of proven best practices/programs, identify and
evaluate current evidence of their existence in your organization, and
make some decisions about selected practices that you will focus on
for improved results. The Step 2 extension activity includes participation
in your selected spotlight's Panel Discussion (some spotlights feature
online panel discussions or dialog with an expert), as well as a reflec-
tion of personal learning and a commitment to an activity that supports
continued personal growth. A participants' evaluation form is provided
for your convenience in Appendix C.

PREPARATION

3 hours (can be conducted as two 1 1/2 -hour sessions), plus time for the

additional extension activity

Note:

This overview and the section, Why Study Best Practices?, can be

copied and distributed to introduce participants to important concepts
and processes used in this step.

Terms appearing in boldface text are defined in Appendix A: Glossary.

n A B Using Tic 14.04olast 1.400.: A Guidebook
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By exploring best practices in use in other schools, and by thinking about these success-
ful practices as benchmarks with identified performance measures (evidence of
success), you are initiating a process of improvement in your own school, based on observ-
able evidence, instead of preconceived notions. Sharing best practices may educate school
leaders on new possibilities for support and action, improve teaching practices, accelerate

continuous improvement, minimize re-inventing the wheel, and stimulate a whole school
into action.

Benchmarking initiatives have led to major improvements in large corporations, and they
have their place in government and not-for-profit agencies, as well. For example, the
services and products of such United States federal agencies as the Census Bureau,
Internal Revenue Service, the Postal Service, and the Department of Energy's Office of

Environmental Management have improved dramatically through benchmarking processes.
For your school, benchmarking may clarify a planning process, help you identify your
weaknesses and discover your strengths, catalyze school improvement methods and
processes, and foster and sustain a heightened capacity in the school to successfully

implement high-quality improvement plans.

For the purpose of these activities, think of each best practice listed on The Knowledge
Loom as a benchmarka proven approach or method that can help schools/districts reach
their improvement goals. And, think of performance measures (the actual activities that you
can see in action) as evidence that the benchmark is being implemented. One example of a
best practice, or benchmark, for professional development is "Professional development
should involve teachers in the identification of what they need to learn and in the develop-
ment of the learning experiences in which they will be involved:' A performance/success
measure for this practice could be that a team, representing a staff member from each
grade level, systematically collects information about staff learning needs and meets
regularly to prioritize and plan staff development activities.

Questions to ponder as you begin a benchmarking process are: What is the most effective
way of sharing best practices in your school? What systems can be put into place that
support educators hearing about a best practice, posing questions, discussing pros and
cons, and agreeing on a course of action?

A
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Benchmarks and Performance Measures

CC

When you begin this process of looking at best practices for teaching and learning, and
especially at how these practices are implemented in other organizations, you are engaging
in a process that is called benchmarking. Large corporations benchmark for best practices
by identifying other companies, often their competitors, who are excelling at reaching their
goals in key areas. By identifying the best practices that are applicable to your own school
improvement goals, identifying other schools/districts demonstrating success, and
creating action plans for implementing these goals in your school or district, you are
engaging in a benchmarking process.

The benchmarks are the targets you establish, and their attainment can be monitored by
performance measures. you can identify what these performance measures are by asking
yourself the questions "How will we know when we've accomplished our improvement
goal?" or "What will we see when we've successfully implemented the best practice/
benchmark?" In this step, you will think about the performance measures you will use to
track your progress toward implementing the best practices you have identified. These
performance measures will serve as an important yardstick for your school improvement
work.

e asked ourselves, 'What do kids who are
excel-Cent readers and writers Cook Cike,

andwhere are people doing the best job of teach-
ing kids to read and write weCC.7'.And then we
designed together the best way to make these
things happen here, and the best way to get
people here trained to be able to do these things. "
Principal Mary Russo, Boston, MA
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Loom Locations

In Step 2 you will use the best practices page and the "Panel Discussion" interactive tool (if
your spotlight has one) for your selected Knowledge Loom spotlight.

Note: If you do not have access to a computer with Internet capabilities during your collaborative
inquiry sessions, print out the pages of these locations and use paper copies to complete the

activities.

Location:

IN THE
SPOTLIGHT

Ihttp:// knowledgekxxn.org /pd /idex.shtml

HOME ABOUT

What,Works"iii Teachinia
IN THE SPOTLIGHT...otepsional

veloPmen't
then yo

characteristics for suc
stories about the pra

e this Spotlight' youll find
Professional Oeveloprrent,

chools and districts, related
policy, and research.

Inwation. 1,1cT Dal.ni I Ftlated Resorcer I tketit

Dente
101:V

(click photu for Bio)

1 4

"The Collection
Aprocing, searohable'dotabase of best pracrtioe resources. Use thereto
inspire your men models that Nock.

Search the
Collection

Figure 1: Professional Development Spotlight cover page.

Note the "Enter the Discussion" and "Investigate this Spotlight" buttons.

you will use the "Enter the Discussion" or "Participate" button to access the Panel

Discussion.

you will use the "Investigate this Spotlight" or "GO" button to access the list of best
practices for your spotlight theme.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

http://knowledgeloom.org
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To find the Panel Discussion for your
selected spotlight:

1 Click on the spotlight's title from the
Spotlight Library on The Knowledge
Loom home page (http://
knowledgeloom.org) to access your
spotlight cover page.

2 Click the "Enter the Discussion" or
"Participate" button to access the
Panel Discussion.

F ECIPAGIC, SHE MAP PARTNERS

elisieinikTaaclun tieartu.tigi

Spotlight Cover

Other Resources

Join the

Nava Your Say"

414 en E.reert

LOG 19

A panel of educators speak about
their successful professional
development models

Read what they have to say

Share your ideas on the subject.

(Click on photo for big)

Audience and Panelist Discussion Forum
(read and write).

Add your thoughts here shout what the panelists are saying.
Click to Show Replies To post a messages log In
I ',. /Adam!, PeatodLah
1413 PD - on-g4/109 Atilz Cathy French 01-03-01 18,37

1199 95 How do unions Influence staff Cathy Lalli 03 -30.00 09.29development?
1194 training tearhars till Laws 03-28-00 12116
1184 94 How are challenges overcome? Cathy Lain 03.24 -00 09:05
1175 Teadler Evaluation Anita Muprhy 03-20-00 15.32
1170 Q3 How do we know if It works? Cathy Lalli 03.19 -00 10,09

1154 Q? When do data 6 staff develo Cathy Lalli 03-12-00 19.26InterieCt?

Figure 2: Panel Discussion for the Professional Development spotlight on
The Knowledge Loom.

To find the list of best practices for your
selected spotlight:

1 Click on the spotlight's title from the
Spotlight Library on The Knowledge
Loom home page (http://
knowledgeloom.org) to access your
spotlight cover page.

2 Click "Investigate this Spotlight" or
"GO" to access the list of best
practices for your spotlight theme.
See the "What is it?" link located
below each listed practice.

ABOUT

Spotlight Cover

Join the Dialog

Panel Discussion

Have yew Say

ask r. Groan

Principles of Practice for Successful
Professional Development

Many factors contribute to an effective and auccassful professional
development program. The following 8 principles of effective
professional development are among those identified from the
findings of recent research and reports of expert opinion These
principles focus attention on professional development strategies for
improving student, learning over time.

Professional development should be based on analyses
of the differences between (a) actual student
performance and (b) goals and standards for student
fawning.

What It Pak, stoats nsaa,ch Resources

Professional development should Involve teachers In the
Identification of what they need to learn and In the
development of the learning experiences In which they will
be involved.

What Is it? WO atoritotil3ii141 Reach/mat

Professional development should be primarily
school-based and built Into the day-to-day work of
teaching.

What Is it? 55550 stories research filigg,,cog

Professional development should be organised around
collaborative problem solving.

What is it? lagitly,112,i_oa research Resources

Figure 3: Best practice page for the Professional Development spotlighton
The Knowledge Loom. Click the "What is it?" link.

Note: In some spotlights an index page will appear after clicking "Investigate" or "GO:' In
these cases, you will need to select a subcategory of best practices and click "Learn
More" to see the best practices list.

EIESTCOPYAVAILABLE
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GOAL

MATERIALS

DURATION

RATIONALE

Step 2Activity 1
Best Practices and Evidence of Their Existence

Identify which best practices are most critical to your school improvement
efforts.

Activity Organizer 2.1Best Practices Assessment Tool

Access to The Knowledge Loom (http://knowledgeloom.org) or printouts
of pertinent online content (list of best practices for your selected spot-
light and content of "What is it?" link for each practice on the list)

Chart paper

Markers

11/2 hours

Before you begin this step, you will need to have identified an improve-
ment goal and selected a Knowledge Loom spotlight that addresses that
goal (Activity Organizer 1.1). Now, you will study and evaluate best
practices that you think will play a key role in achieving your goal.

http://knowledgeloom.org
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Activity Organizer 2.1 Best Practices Assessment Tool
When this activity organizer is complete, you will:

Be familiar with the best practices listed for your chosen Knowledge Loom spotlight/focus theme,
Know which of these practices are most critical to your own school improvement efforts, and
Be able to determine specific performance measures that will help you evaluate progress toward
implementation of the best practices /benchmarks.

Record the best practice in the left column. Rate the current level of that practice in your school.
List specific evidence of that practice. Rate its priority to your school's improvement goals.
(you will need multiple copies of this organizer.)

Selected Spotlight Title Pmfe-441°11-ca/D"e°Pmeint

Effective
Research-based

Practices/Programs

Current Level
of Practice

Low Moderate High
1 2 3 4 5

Current Evidence of
Practice

Describe the observable evidence
for this practice at your site.

Importance/
Priority

Low Moderate High
1 2 3 4 5

Professiona./. development
should/be/based/ on/
analyse* of the difference*
between/ (a) actual/
student performance and/
(b) goals, avub stimulards-
for student learning:

0 2 3 4 5

0 r ay those grade leyel*
state ,te4tVt./x0,---`

meet antuuktly aftr.r
stavtdardv tr.. , \ 2 3

A6requiring,

4 CI
are released/todis
performance ,s,

.

'N.,

Professional/ develop ment
should/ be prImaray
schoob-based. and/ built
tnto- the day-to-day work/
of izching.;,000,,

,

4

Abodt25 ,,,sof i.o. 'Ow:trona/.
team* ph44it weela tawsha4-e.

fr- ,'",1,,fwen ,rtiztves

,,,,,,,... N., \ rarta s,.tra
li,/\reacherS, regularly use

,u messaging
tkiA.Pdate each/other on/
i*Sues, about students,

-,/ - in/ ayinmon%

1 2 C3.) 4 5

4fessional.development
should/be continuous, and.
ongoing; involving/ folloWt
up Gold/ support for fu41:144-
learning, including supl`,
port from sources- external/
123-the school/that COWL/p r0--
vale, necessary re4ources,
and/ new perspective*.

4 5

0 titlide pre4enters, are
brought in/perIodically to-
give workshops; follow -up
(*genrally dependente
on. IndivIdual.s%

1 2 0 4 5

Professiona2/ development
should/ Cs-waive/teachers,
iNli the. Edenttficatton/ of
what they need/ to- learn
and/ in. the- development
ofthe learning/
experCenzek Cvv which/ they
will'be Involved%

CO 2 3 4 5

School/has, a/policy whereby
teachers,can/be granted/
releasettine once ayear
to- a t t e n d / a one-day 1

workshop or conference%

A few teachers, astrrattend
special-interestconferences-

2 3 4 0
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1

2

3

4

S A

To study and evaluate best practices that make sense in your school/

organization, first work independently to review the list of best practices/
programs listed in your selected Knowledge Loom spotlight theme (see

Loom Locations to locate the list online, or work from a printout of the list
of best practices). Record the best practices on Activity Organizer 2.1 in
the left-hand column.

Read more about each best practice by clicking on the "What is it?" link

below each listed practice (or work from printouts of the "What is it?"

explanations for each practice). After reading the first "What is it?" expla-

nation, continue completing Activity Organizer 2.1 by:

a) Rating the current level of that best practice's presence in your

school/organization

b) Listing specific evidence of the practice's presence (if any)

c) Rating its priority to your current school improvement goals/initiatives

Continue in the same way with each best practice in the list.

Once all practices in the list have been considered, divide into several

small study groups. Compare ratings and evidence of practice from your

activity organizers. On chart paper, record and tabulate these ratings and

list all Current Evidence of Practice found at your site for each best

practice. Engage in a conversation about your findings. What practices

already exist? Who is engaging in them? What practices are important to

us, but have no evidence of practice?

Note: This activity often uncovers pockets of best practice in your organiza-

tion that can be shared (e.g., one teacher or one grade level/subject team

engages in certain activities others are not aware of, or which are not evident

in other places within the organization). Make note of these activities.

Based on the tabulations and discussion, each study group comes to

consensus about which practices the school should focus on. Circle those

practices on Activity Organizer 2.1. Create a chart that visually presents

the best practices you have selected as priorities and the evidence of
practice already apparent in your organization.

II A B Using TA 14,044/. lit L4.00.: A Guidebook
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5

6

Prepare a five-minute presentation for the other groups, pointing out

areas of strength (those practices that had much evidence of practice)

and areas that need attention (high priority but low level of current
practice). It might be interesting to list all practices rated as low priority

and discuss if a change in thinking about these practices is needed.

Convene as a large group. After each study group makes its presentation,

come to a consensus about which practices your organization will focus
on as a whole for school improvement planning.

Note: These will not be all the practices you may want to attend to as an

organization, but they represent a set of practices you can agree to

address for a determined amount of time.

http://knowledgeloom.org
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GOALS

MATERIALS

DURATION

RATIONALE

Step 2 Activity 2
Performance Measures and Benchmarks

Identify performance measures to track progress toward achieving
selected goals.

Chart paper

Markers

Charts showing the list of tabulations and evidence for each practice from
Activity Organizer 2.1Best Practices Assessment Tool

Activity Organizer 2.2Performance Measures and Next Steps

Access to The Knowledge Loom or printouts of pertinent content ("What
is it?" explanations, including Questions to Think About.)

Supply of red and green adhesive dots

Activity Organizer 2.3Colleagues as Resources

11/2 hours

Now that you have decided which best practices are most important to
work toward, you have established a list of benchmarks. The next step is
to identify the ways in which you will track your progress by agreeing on a
list of performance measures for each benchmark.

http://knowledgeloom.org
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Activity Organizer 2.2Performance Measures and Next Steps
When this activity organizer is complete, you will:

Identify current evidence of a best practice in action at your site,
Identify additional performance measures (future evidence), and
Begin to list next steps to accomplish your goals.

Complete a separate organizer for each selected best practice. First, list the best practice on the
organizer. Then, in the left-hand column, list any current evidence of that practice in action in your------'\ school (this can be taken from Activity Organizer 2.1). In the middle column, list future evidence that
you hope to see that will indicate when the practice is effectively and systemically implemented and
working (performance measures/success measures). In the third column, outline steps you need to

e to implement this practice.

Best Practice/Benchmark: P rofesional. development shou2d. 1#valveteacherki,mthe
1,d,ertti,ficatCort, of what they need/to-learn, an& ihv the. development of the. Lear-n.14-10-
experiences' ihv 01,1,6A/they will/ be. 1,vwcived...

What are we doing now?
(Current Evidence)

Performance Measure:
What do we want to be
doing?
(Future Evidence)

What are our next steps?

school/ how a/ polio'.I whereby
teachers' Can, be/ granted,
releawrone once a/ year
to- attend/ wane -day work,-
shop or conference.

A few IZaCherk cuslc/to-

attend/ speciab- i,vav,rest-

conferences-

'1.

Nl..,0,7'

Hcvve teachers, select- the

profeynal. development
topic's-of most trap-rest and/
orgartile, crufzrywa tecavtiwup:

r.'t \
Deve/op troczniAg-cohi:;rtk
with/the school/that can/
plahva,,14, text& -b.- - .c(44,1i,41g4,

based. an, local/ vteepW

expert-14e.

Proviziest
i.n.certti for 1n;
tYa4 " veers.

, :
ine,x, doite,i,41,

a,:nev.v waiYiwtju4t-4
IccItnecbworloshopk.

Create' a/t-cuslofarcethat
representy grade levels/

clePartmente. 7-IA41c/farce'
lAtervLeAvktaaCherk cthOtAt

4.14",N,,topuokpf Cot-a-rest-for profe,k-

.storLal, cieVelopment.

, ',:::--- "1. ,..
!ci Sic, p rOACtipal/ to- 1,vvve4tCciat

tocca(Stxt&ftvias' to-
l'4,4- pport stipend*

irwesttgate/schedkai,ng,
' optixmle so-that 1,n,structCo-vuil

or departmentza/twww
caw meet- regularly to-learn,
fro-1w one. another.

Eitcourack to- sit
1rvarvai Wileaj.Ae/k da441
Post one't(p we learned. ow
SC 1100V S' electro-niobullettn/
board/.
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Directions: Step 2Activity 2

1

2

3

Create study groups, one for each of the practices selected on Activity

Organizer 2.1.

Click the "What is it?" link under your group's assigned practice (or work

from a printout of that practice's "What is it?" explanation). Spend about

20 minutes discussing the Questions to Think About, which are listed

under the "What is it?" information. Have one group member keep a

running list on chart paper of important points made during the discus-
sion. The Questions to Think About pose important issues that need to be

addressed before an organization can successfully put that practice into

action, and the recorded points might be helpful in identifying existing

barriers and resources.

4

Using Activity Organizer 2.2, work together to create a list of performance

measures for the practice that you can focus on as an organization.

a) First, list the best practice/benchmark at the top of the organizer.

b) Draw ideas from the evidence of practice listed on the chart paper
from Step 2Activity 1 indicating what is already happening at your

site. List these under Current Evidence. (Important: Pick only those

activities that you think are worth continuing and actually support

improved teaching and learning.)

c) Then, brainstorm additional performance measures that you feel

would show strong evidence of progress toward accomplishing the

best practice/benchmark. List these as Future Evidence.

Note: If a few people in your organization are already demonstrating

a desired activity, discuss strategies to get more people within the

organization to begin demonstrating that activity.

Using chart paper, create a large version of Activity Organizer 2.2one
for each best-practice study group. As study groups report their findings,

record already-existing performance measures (what are we doing now)

and suggested new performance measures (what do we want to be

doing) on the charts. After all groups report, participants come to each
chart and place a red dot with their last name on it next to each measure

they already practice effectively, and a green dot with their last name on it

http://knowledgeloom.org
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5

6

next to the measures they would like to adopt. This way, at a glance,

participants can see clusters of strength and need. By putting names on

the dots, you will be able to identify colleagues you can approach for help

and colleagues to whom you can offer help (see #6 below).

As a large group, brainstorm a list of concrete next steps for each prac-
tice (benchmark). List these in the right-hand column of each large chart.

For example, what barriers need to be overcome/how can you overcome

them? What needs to change in the school/how can the change be
made?

Note: The conversations you had about the Questions to Think About
found on The Knowledge Loom will help with ideas for these next steps.

As a final activity, each person completes Activity Organizers 2.3 and 2.4.

Based on the conversations in the study group and studying the place-

ment of the dots on the large charts, individuals should reflect on what

they already do or know that they can offer others and what they need to

do or know that they can learn from others. Make notes as indicated on

Activity Organizer 2.3. The last step is using Activity Organizer 2.4 to

create a simple, yet concrete, action plan/commitment to learn from one
another.

Activity Organizer 2.3-Colleagues as Resources

Extension: Reflection

Based on the conversations you had about evidence of best practices already found in your school,
Met skills do you or your teem already possess that others need?

Whet did you teem today about whet serneone else is that could Influence whet you do?

A B Using TA iCssowtedst 1.40.: A Guidebook

Activity Organizer 2.4-Connecting With Colleagues

Extension: Broadening the Conversation

List three strategies for connecting with colleagues Identified on the precious page to share what you
know or to learn from them. Set a date for accomplishing the connections and a plan for putting new
knowledge into action.
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GOAL

MATERIALS

DURATION

RATIONALE

. 111.11

Contribute to a national dialog related to your focus theme.

Access to the "Panel Discussion" or "Featured Expert" for your selected
spotlight on The Knowledge Loom (http://knowledgeloom.org)

30 minutes

Research tells us that professional development should be continuous
and ongoing, involving follow-up and support for further learning, includ-
ing support from sources external to the school that can provide neces-
sary resources and new perspectives.

Many of The Knowledge Loom spotlights feature a panel discussion or a
single expert speaking on the topic. Panelists or the expert have re-
sponded to several important questions related to the theme of that
spotlight. And, in many cases, colleagues have responded with their own
experiences. There is much to be learned from these virtual conversa-
tions that can bring a broader perspective and fresh solutions to the topic
at hand.

http://knowledgeloom.org
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Directions: Step 2Activity 3

1

2

3

Many of The Knowledge Loom spotlights feature a panel discussion or a

single expert speaking on the topic. Go to the panel discussion by

clicking on your spotlight title in the Spotlight Library on The Knowledge

Loom home page (http://knowledgeloom.org). On the spotlight cover

page, you'll see the panelists or expert pictured. Click on each picture to

read a short biography and learn about the panelists.

Click on the link "Enter the Discussion" or "Participate," and scroll down

to read the questions. "Click to Show Replies" will show the threaded

responses under each question. If the spotlight features one expert, read

that person's message. Spend about 20 minutes reading the messages

that interest you most. you might want to jot down ideas that support the

best practices and performance measures you identified during the first
two parts of the Step 2 activities.

Now make a contribution to the discussion by responding to one or more

of the questions, or by commenting on the single expert's thoughts. your

contribution is an important addition to knowledge that can be shared on

this topic. you will need to register on The Knowledge Loom to post a

message'

Note: The panelists are no longer answering questions, so the response

you post should be an observation or a thought-provoking comment

about the subject.

There is a "Register" and a "Log In" button on each Knowledge Loom page. Once you have registered,
keep a record of your user name and password. The next time you use one of The Knowledge Loom's
interactive tools, log in with this information. When you register, you are given the option to receive an
occasional e-mail message that will update you on new content added to The Knowledge Loom.

II A B Using TA 14.4witilit Loon. : A. Guidebook
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Notes for Facilitators

Spending a little extra time helping educators find their way to The Knowledge

Loom features used for each activity helps people become comfortable with
using technology to access school improvement resources. Once they feel
comfortable, they are more apt to return to the Web site to explore content in
various themes of individual interest. The Knowledge Loom Tour accessed from
the home page (http://knowledgeloom.org) is a good place to start. If you haven't
already used it, consider one session devoted just to getting acquainted with The
Knowledge Loom, its features, and its navigation.

Activity Organizer 2.1 is designed to get participants thinking about each of the
best practices listed for the selected spotlight on The Knowledge Loom. Use the
Questions to Think About in the 'What is it?" section for each of the best prac-
tices to help participants better understand how these principles are related to

local school improvement work.

In Step 2Activity 2 participants translate the best practices that they have
identified into performance measures. When establishing performance measures,
it is often helpful to set a few specific targets right away, as well as a method for
tracking success. Identifying numbers and percentages as goals helps partici-

pants focus on a clear measure of success. However, you may want participants

to avoid getting hung up on numbers before they are ready. They can always

come back to these targets later in the process.

When participants list, explain, and select performance measures that they wish

to adopt, encourage them to examine each measure through the lens of how

effectively it supports teaching and learning. Avoid measures that will not have
direct impact on school improvement (e.g., if the best practice suggests involving
parents, a performance measure of parents fundraising for the school is less
desirable than a performance measure where parents are career mentors for a

group of students).

Devise a method for recording findings and decisions made during the Step 2
activities. Establish strategies for keeping these decisions working and vibrantan
active part of the school improvement plan. Avoid treating the activities as one-
shot professional development encounters without impact on the ongoing work in
the school/organization. The activities and activity organizers in Step 5 can help.

Consider having participants complete the extension activities while you are
working with them face-to-face. The spotlight Panel Discussion is one of several
important community-building tools featured on The Knowledge Loom, and when

your participants post to these areas, they are helping to grow that community.

http://knowledgeloom.org
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Notes

Use this space to record how you used or modified the activities in this step.

Special Request: The Knowledge Loom team is interested in how you used the
Guidebook and The Knowledge Loom Web site. Please take the time to complete
and mail us the facilitator's evaluation in Appendix C.

http://knowledgeloom.org
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Activity Organizer

Effective
Research-based

Practices/Programs

2.1Best

Current
of Practice

Low Moderate
1 2 3

Level

High
4 5

Practices Assessment

Current Evidence of
Practice

Describe the observable evidence
for this practice at your site.

Tool

Importance/
Priority

Low Moderate High
1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 .5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
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Activity Organizer 2.1Best Practices Assessment Tool
When this activity organizer is complete, you will:

Be familiar with the best practices listed for your chosen Knowledge Loom spotlight/focus theme,
Know which of these practices are most critical to your own school improvement efforts, and
Be able to determine specific performance measures that will help you evaluate progress toward
implementation of the best practices/benchmarks.

Record the best practice in the left column. Rate the current level of that practice in your school.
List specific evidence of that practice. Rate its priority to your school's improvement goals.
(you will need multiple copies of this organizer.)

Selected Spotlight Title Pr cIfe441.("tall D"e2°P memt

Effective
Research-based

Practices/Programs

Current Level
of Practice

Low Moderate High
1 2 3 4 5

Current Evidence of
Practice

Describe the observable evidence
for this practice at your site.

Importance/
Priority

Low Moderate High
1 2 3 4 5

Prole/la-mai/ development
should/ be /yased. oil/
analyses/ of the. differences,
between, (GO actual/
stu.cient performance/ and/
(b) goals/ a/nd. standards'Jro student learni,ng/.

0 2 3 4 5

Only those/ grad& levels-
..._requiringitestpv-

meet ovn., aftir ,
Omuta,' 014/70.ecbteeStialtb,,
are relea4ed/ d --v.,performa.nce/ga ,

/zzlt.4,,, -,4,

2 3 4 0

Prod Iona development
should/ be/pri/maray
school based/ and/ built
Letto- the/ day -to-day work,
of tzachi.ng/.

1

,-.,,,,

4

o

A botit.2 5% of CrWucttorwa.
,tectour aie'tweelcAtahare..;

cviatrate4.4T
:".,,,,,,...,i,,4.,N\V

,,:ireacherk ,..8%,14.4 A : V 17 use,
,

11.11. electronic/ pnesiaging/
14Updat& each other on/
jefiu&s, about studenty
'a's/signed/ (41, commom

1 2 C.9 4 5

P ro fofrsional development
should/be/ conttnuou* and/
ongoing; 14,1,volvi.ng/ folio?.
up and/ support for furthe.r.
learrtiAg; CrIc2u.cUng, sup N.-;:
port from/ source* e/Aternal.
v)-the/ school/that cart, pro--
vide necessary re4ources-
and/ new perspecavek

r

s--\
3 4 5

0 utlicle. presentzrs, are/
brought (4,1/periodically fxr
give/ workshops; follow -up
i,s,gefterally depevazytt
cm/ i.vwtivi.clualk

1 2 0 4 5

Profmiona2/ development
should/ (4,vvotveteachers,
CA/ the ictertrtficatlotv of
what they need/to-learn/
and/ Cry the/ development
of the learning/
expertences, in/ whi.clv they
will be involved/.

0 2 3 4 5

School/hair a/policy whereby
tZaChZrk ca4v be. 04-wetted/
relea4ottme once/ a/ year
to-attend/ alone -day
workshop or conference

A few teachers, asictzr catenci
speciab-Lnterest conferences,

1 2 3 4 0
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Activity Organizer
What are we doing now?
(Current Evidence)

2.2Performance Measures

What do we want to
be doing?
(Future Evidence)

and Next Steps

What are our next
steps?

http://knowledgeloom.org
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Activity Organizer 2.2Performance Measures and Next Steps

When this activity organizer is complete, you will:
Identify current evidence of a best practice in action at your site,
Identify additional performance measures (future evidence), and
Begin to list next steps to accomplish your goals.

Complete a separate organizer for each selected best practice. First, list the best practice on the
organizer. Then, in the left-hand column, list any current evidence of that practice in action in your
school (this can be taken from Activity Organizer 2.1). In the middle column, list future evidence that
you hope to see that will indicate when the practice is effectively and systemically implemented and
working (performance measures/success measures). In the third column, outline steps you need to
take to implement this practice.

Best Practice/Benchmark: P raft/les-Canal/ develop vnent should/ IAA/ (Ave teachers- Cvv the
aientifCcatUrn, of what they need/to- learn/ and/IA/the/ development of the/ /earn1410/
experiences' IA/ whi.ch, they will be. Cr woLved...

What are we doing now?
(Current Evidence)

Performance Measure:
What do we want to be
doing?
(Future Evidence)

What are our next steps?

S Ch0ab has/a/7)&1(c.), whereby

teachers- can/ be granted,
releasettme once wyear
to- attend/ a/ one-clay work.,
shop or conference

A w teachers, ask/to
attesui.spec,tab-interest
c,onferences,

Haveteacherkl,e2ect the
prof-el/six:mai/ development
toptok of mast interest and.
organinee 1,nternal/trai"Lngs:

<`\,,

Develop t rain4ne- coh YvkSN\,\,w ith/ the schoclthat ccnN\
plcm avul,lead/tYai,ning,5- N

based/ ow local' need4,citncl, ,v\
expertise.

Provide st,ije.'Ai;14,?r,

i,nceng4,&- 19/1.4*4Q/
.tycs,. ,.

\:.---N.
Stuff Cte": VellIpnent clone ON.
cvv,..±tiotynotiust-

i;p1.:vticl, workshops.
\\.:;"1

Create/a/task/farce/that
represents, grade levels/

clePartnevitk Tasty force/
imtvevLem's' ftachms's' abut
topics, of Cnterest for profes-

development
:,;;

,,,, _,,, -,-
\fox/pro:nap:Al/to- iiVIVe/trAptte/

\ .1&02(stutefwnci/kto-
support stCpencl4e.

Investigate scheduli,ng,
optCon* so- that ihutracttonal/
or department-ca. ftams,
can. meet regularly to- learn/

froltv onecknother.

EnCOUrageiteaCherk terSit
in/ Olet/ a/ colteagtkek c2a4.14

Past one tip we learned/ on,
school's' electronic/ bullet-v/1/
board/.
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Activity Organizer 2.3Colleagues as Resources

Extension: Reflection

Based on the conversations you had about evidence of best practices already found in your school,
what skills do you or your team already possess that others need?

What did you learn today about what someone else is doing that could influence what you do?

Note: If you have not already done so, take The Knowledge Loom tour to get better acquainted
with what the site offers. Click the "TOUR" button located on the home page at:

http://knowledgeloom.org

http://knowledgeloom.org
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Activity Organizer 2.4-Connecting With Colleagues

Extension: Broadening the Conversation

List three strategies for connecting with colleagues identified on the previous page to share what you
know or to learn from them. Set a date for accomplishing the connections and a plan for putting new
knowledge into action.

Note: If you have not already done so, take The Knowledge Loom tour to get better acquainted
with what the site offers. Click the "TOUR" button located on the home page at:

http://knowledgeloom.org
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Analyze Success Stories
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Analyzing Cause and Effect Data, Identifying Performance Gaps
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Why Identify a Benchmarking Partner? 3
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Analyzing Cause and Effect Data Found in Knowledge Loom Success Stories 9

Step 3Activity 2
Identifying Performance Gaps 13

Step 3Activity 3
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Activity Organizer 3.1Analyze Success Factors
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Activity Organizer 3.3Share Success Stories

Activity Organizer 3.4Share Your Tip for School Improvement
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How do you learn about schools that have implemented a best practice? This step will help
you find schools enjoying the types of results you think are important. Through a series of
exercises, you will review success stories and compare the sites where the stories take
place with your own. you will be trying to identify cause and effect factors within each
success story, and you will discuss and analyze the data that illustrates those causes. Think
of these sites as your virtual benchmarking partners. Making comparisons will help you plan
your own initiatives.

In Step 3, you will review success stories related to the focus theme (Knowledge
Loom spotlight) you selected in Step 1. If you completed Step 2, you will have already
identified best practices that you believe will make a difference in your school. Although
you know something about the practices, you may not know how others like yourself have
implemented them. Now you will explore stories linked to each of your selected practices. If
you have not completed Step 2, then as you complete this step, you will want to select just
one or two best practices from the list presented in your selected Knowledge Loom spot-
light to study further. As part of your benchmarking process with The Knowledge Loom,
it is important to consider what factors and data lead to desired outcomes.

ACTIVITIES

DURATION

PREPARATION

you will listen to one principal comment on how best to use data from a
successful benchmarking partner, and you will review several success
stories, analyze the content of these stories, and discuss details with

colleagues. Then you will compare what these schools are doing with
your own work and begin to discuss action items for school improve-
ment. During the Step 3 extension activity, you will use one of The
Knowledge Loom's interactive tools to share a short story or tip about a
successful practice at your own school. A participants' evaluation form is
provided for your convenience in Appendix C.

3 hours (can be conducted as two 11/2-hour sessions), plus time for the
additional extension activity

Note:

This overview and the section, Why Identify a Benchmarking Partner?,

can be copied and distributed to introduce participants to important
concepts and processes used in this step.

Terms appearing in boldface text are defined in Appendix A: Glossary.

A B Using TA 14.044ifit Loo.: A Guidebook
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Why Identify
a Benchmarking Partner?

CC
ExamyCe is not the main

thing in influencing others.
Its the only thing. 11
Albert Schweitzer

When a big corporation benchmarks for best practices, it might seek out a
benchmarking partnera similar organization that is exceeding its goals in the same
areas in which the corporation is interested in improving. The corporation will approach the
organization and ask if it can conduct one or more site visits to gather information about the
processes that are in place that help the organization reach its goals. Although site visits are
often unrealistic for schools, given time and resource constraints, it is important to find case
studies about schools, districts, and organizations that are working on improvement using

the same practices you see as critical to your own success.

By offering success stories, The Knowledge Loom makes it easy for you to identify virtual
benchmarking partners. And, the fact that the information is offered electronically in a single
location allows you to study a variety of sites and have the benefit of what could be thought
of as a composite benchmarking partner. Success stories on The Knowledge Loom are
informal case studies of schools, districts, and organizations that are achieving improvement
by implementing one or more of the best practices listed in each Knowledge Loom spot-
light.

As part of your benchmarking process with The Knowledge Loom, it will be important for
you to consider what factors led to the desired outcomes at each site. Too often, educators
are presented with examples of successful practice but given little data or information about
what driving forces were behind the success. The Knowledge Loom presents a wealth of
information to help you take examples and turn them into action.

In order to determine the best benchmarking partner (Knowledge Loom success story/
stories) to work with, you should examine closely the particulars of each selected story. It
will be important that you are aware of the ways in which you and your partner are both
similar and different. This may have an impact on whether you and your school/district will
be able to implement the success story's practices or techniques in the same way, or if you
will need to create alternative paths to the same goal. Success stories help to create
images, establish what is possible, and define our realities and prospects.

http://knowledgeloom.org
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Cause and Effect Data

A Knowledge Loom success story is a case study of real people in real contexts effecting
real change. The point in selecting case studies is not just to learn about their success, but
to learn about what might work for you. You most likely are interested not so much in what
others have done, but in understanding how they did it. A Knowledge Loom success story
can help you understand how people approached a task and what they did in order to
complete it. you can begin to map their contexts and experiences with your own, all the
time thinking about how you would do something given the resources that you have.

The success of a practice does not just happen magically. It is an effect of many and
complex causes. These antecedents to success include specific structures of leadership;
important details about the school or district environment; participation by administrators,
staff, students, and the community; available funds; and more. Success-happens when
these precursors combine in particular ways and when a very specific series of events
happen.

Data comes in many forms. As you read through a success story, you will want to look at
data that are quantitative (e.g., student test scores) and qualitative (e.g., student and teacher

anecdotes). The narrative portion of a story can be just as powerful as the numbers. In
order to consider the whole story, you will want to consider information that seems anec-
dotal. Further, you will have to be thinking beyond the story about what things might not be
said. Of course, you need to be very careful about what role your assumptions play as you
record data, but even your assumptions provide an opportunity for digging deeply.

Performance Gaps (Making Comparisons to your own Context)

As you examine cause and effect data, you will likely begin to see differences between the
way your school or district is approaching a particular practice and the way the success-
story group is approaching it. It is important to look at these differences closely and try to
identify whether they have an impact on your ability to meet your school improvement
goals. your school improvement team may be doing something that the success-story
group is not, or vice versa. Even if you are doing the same things, one group or the other is
likely to be doing them to a greater or lesser extent (e.g., some teachers may be effectively
demonstrating a certain practice, while others are just becoming aware of the practice).
Some of these gaps in performance will be hurdles that must be jumped in order for you to
reach your goals. Using Activity Organizer 3.2, you will compare your efforts to those of the
success-story group, identify performance gaps, and make decisions about how these gaps
affect your goals.

A B Using TA 4.0ivicifit Loom: A Guidebook
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Loom Locations

In Step 3 you will use an audio file of Mary Russo, former principal of the Samuel Mason
School in Massachusetts, links to success stories related to best practices you have se-
lected to study, and the "Join Dialog" interactive tool called "Share Your Story" related to
your selected Knowledge Loom spotlight.

Note: If you do not have access to a computer with Internet capabilities during your collaborative
inquiry sessions, print the transcript of Mary Russo's statement, selected success stories (use
the "Print This Story" option for each story), and the page displaying the "Join Dialog"
interactive tool "Share Your Story:' Use the paper copies for the activities.

Replication Details
Replication lips

NOTE: If you have not already read the 'Design and Implementation' section, selecting
that from the menu before reading further will provide a context for the replication
details below.

Mary Russo, Principal 1990-6
Hear Mary Russo comment on getting started. (transcrig1)

Figure 1: One principal comments on how to best use data from a
successful benchmarking partner.

To listen to the audio file of Principal Mary Russo talk about how best to use data from a

success story:

1 Go to:

http://knowledgeloom.org/maryrusso/

2 Click the "Hear" Mary Russo audio file and "transcript" links.

http://knowledgeloom.org
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IN THE
SPOTLIGIIN

t:

ABOUT IN FEEDBACK SITE MAP PARTNERS

works, .n Teaching '41.1A:aro:In

PROFESSIONAL OP

Spotlight Cover
View List of
Practices

About
This Practice

Whet is It?

Specific Relat'a
Resources

Join the Dialog

Panel Discussion

Have Your Say

Ask en Expert

LOG IN

REGISTER

THE PRACTICE: Professional development should be based on
analyses of the differences between (a) actual student performance
and (b) goals and standards for student learning.

Content Presented By:

National Awards Program for Model Professional
Development

The Policy
President's and Secretary of Education's Priority:
There will be a talented, dedicated, and well-prepared teacher in
every dassroom.
View a complete list of the President's and Secretary's priorities.

The Success Stories
Samuel Mason Elementary School Roxbury, MA
International High School - Long Island City, NY
Shallowford Falls Elementary School - Marietta, GA
Woodrow Wilson Elementary School - Manhattan, KS

The Research
Professional Development Research Summary
Professional Development References

Figure 2: Contents page presented when "Policy, Stories, Research" is
selected from a list of best practices.

To find the success stories for a specific best practice:

1 Go to The Knowledge Loom home page (http://knowledgeloom.org) and click the
spotlight title you wish to explore. This will access the spotlight's cover page.

2 Select "Investigate this Spotlight" or "GO" from that spotlight's cover page.

3 Click the "Policy, Stories, Research" link immediately below the best practice(s) you
wish to study. you will see a list of success stories listed by site name and location.

4 Click on the name of each site to view its story.

Note: In some spotlights, an index page will appear after clicking "Investigate" or "GO:'
In these cases, you will need to select a subcategory of best practices and click "Learn
More" before you see the "Policy, Stories, Research" links.

BESTCOPYAVAILABLE
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STORIES. HOME ABOUT ritftm EEEDBACKi SITE MAP . PARTNERS

Kiwjl$41.441.111ilift::ffiipt.'..14erkfi

PROFE'SSIO AL tOPMEN
Spotlight Cover
View List of
Practices

About This
Practice

Su ess Story

Feature Story

P..ackg.und
Context
Design t
Implement ti
Results

Contact
Inform elan
Rating Ciiteria.

Take Action

Print This Story.

Send Thla Story to
a Colleague

Join the Dialog

Panel Discussion.

Have Your Say

Ark an Expert

LOG IN

REGISTER

Samuel Mason Elementary School
Roxbury, MA

School Type: Public

Levels Elementary

Content Presented By:

National Awards Program for Model
Professional Development

Summary

School Setting: Urban
School Design:

Traditional

The practice: Professional development should be based on analyses of
the differences between (a) actual student performance and (b) goals
and standards for student learning.

Reading comprehension mean scores increased from 2.49 to
15.08 in two years
Gains in reading comprehension doubled those of Boston Public
Schools
Enrollment increased from 133 to 296 in five years at this
controlled choice school

The Samuel Mason School's yearly school Improvement plan, based
heavily on needs assessment findings, aligns professional development
activities with goals for student achievement. Each month, teachers
compile student progress data as a way to assess Impacts and identify
trouble spots. Personal learning plans are now required for all staff at
Samuel Mason, a school that faced the threat of dosure in the 1980s
due to poor performance. Principal Mary Russo took the helm in 1990
and immediately focused training efforts on enabling teachers to
become equipped to support the students before them. The results
have been staggering at this controlled choice school: an enrollment
that has nearly doubled and student test scores that have risen at a
rate higher than those of the Boston system as a whole.

Figure 3: Success story summary for one of the Professional Development
spotlight practices.

From this screen, use the navigation bar on the left to explore the story in depth. Note that
you can access information on demographics, design and implementation, contacts,
context, and so forth.

Also, note the "Print This Story" button if you wish to print a paper copy.

BEST COPYAVAILABLE
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JOIN
THE DIALOG

.
HOME:- ABOUT FEEDBACK SITE NAP

the discussion

tf I

12:1=CEI

TIOE "Crn FYIER

A panel of educators speak about their successful professional
development models

--Read what they have to say
--Share you ideas on the subject.

JOIN THE DISCUSSION

,4 your story

Tell us about your most effective professional development
experience. Share tips, insights, and special stories about professional
development at your site.

ADD YOUR STORY (requires log In)
READ OTHERS' STORIES

Figure 4: "Share your Story" interactive tool from the Professional
Development spotlight on The Knowledge Loom.

To locate "Share Your Story" for your selected spotlight:

1 Go to The Knowledge Loom home page (http://knowledgeloom.org) and click the
spotlight title you wish to explore.

2 Click "Join Dialog" from the spotlight cover page.

3 Click or scroll down to "Share Your Story."

9
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GOAL

MATERIALS

DURATION

RATIONALE

Step 3Activity 1
Analyzing Cause and Effect Data

Found in Knowledge Loom Success Stories

Analyze key success factors that lead to successful implementation of a

best practice.

Activity Organizer 3.1Analyze Success Factors

Activity Organizer 3.3Share Success Stories

Access to The Knowledge Loom (http://knowledgeloom.org) and/or
printouts of pertinent online content (Mary Russo audio transcript, com-
plete information for each story related to each best practice you want to
investigateuse the "Print This Story" link)

Highlighters

Chart paper

Markers

1 1/2 hours (If there are many stories being reviewed by each person,

consider repeating this activity in more than one session.)

Sometimes we believe that in order to model our own school improve-
ment on the success of others, we can only be inspired by a site similar
to our own in demographics, location, resources, and so forth. Principal
Mary Russo discovered that there were few poor inner-city schools like
hers that were getting the literacy results she desired. So she visited other
types of schools and extracted the essence of their work to create a plan

for her own school. Her audio file explains this thinking in her own words.

80 http://knowledgeloom.org
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Directions: Step 3Activity 1

1

3

4

5

Go to The Knowledge Loom to listen to (or review the transcript of) what

Mary Russo has to say about understanding cause and effect data and

developing a way to recreate what works for your site. Keep her words in

mind as you review stories about other schools that have had success

related to your selected focus theme and best practices.

Organize small study groups that make sense for the way your school is

organized. This might mean grouping by grade level, curricular area, or

interest in the best practice(s) being explored. Sometimes it encourages

an interesting perspective to form cross-grade and cross-curricular

groups.

Some Knowledge Loom spotlights have only one success story for each

best practice listed, while others offer several. First, find the success

stories for the practice(s) that you have chosen to study (see Loom

Locations for details). If there are many practices you wish to study or

several stories listed for each practice, consider assigning specific prac-

tices or specific stories to pairs of colleagues or separate study groups. If

there is only one story, consider individually reviewing the story and

comparing notes.

Once you have selected stories, read through each section of the suc-

cess story and note each detail that may have played a role in both the

group's challenges and success. you are looking for cause and effect

data. you may find it helpful to work from a printout of each story and

highlight these items. In addition to the story summary and feature story,

many stories contain specific information about demographics, back-
ground, design and implementation, results, and replication details. These

categories can be found in the left-hand navigation bar for each story.

Decide how to categorize the data that you have highlighted. you may

choose to use the categories already printed on Activity Organizer 3.1
(Environment, Professional Development, Leadership) and/or add catego-

ries of your own. On Activity Organizer 3.1, record the title of the success

story, the best practice it exemplifies, and the key data points into the

appropriate categories. Along the lines of the chart, you might choose to

A B Using TA 14.owleig Loons: A Guidebook
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6

7

8

fill in bits of narrative that tie the data points together (see the Activity

Organizer 3.1 sample). you may need to read between the lines or make

certain assumptions to tie the data points together. Complete a fishbone

chart (Activity Organizer 3.1) for each story you are assigned to study.

Once you have reviewed the selected/assigned stories, assemble one

study group for each best practice being studied and report to each other

your findings for each story that was reviewed. If each person studied the

same story, compare your interpretations of cause and effect data for that
story.

Discuss and come to agreement on details that you all feel are most

essential to successfully implement the practice being studied. Remem-

ber that the metaphor of the loom supports the notion that you will be

pulling bits of what works from various sites and considering how that can

be put together to foster success at your own site, rather than necessarily

replicating a school's program or system wholesale. Based on your

discussions, make a list on chart paper of what your group agrees are the

most important details originally noted on Activity Organizer 3.1 These

notes and discussions will support the work you will do in Step 3Activity 2.

Get other colleagues involved! If you are working on school improvement

efforts, you are likely to be working with a team of others in your school

or district. Use the "Send This Story to a Colleague" feature to get others

involved in The Knowledge Loom. Let them know that you have found a

school that is accomplishing great things by clicking on "Send This Story

to a Colleague" in the left-hand navigation area of a story you are study-

ing. you will be presented with a form on which you can fill in your

colleague's e-mail address and add

a special note where you can

explain what you would like them to

notice about this story. When you

have finished filling in the form, click

the "Send Story" button. If you are

working offline when reviewing the

stories, use the top of Activity

Organizer 3.3 to record a list of

colleagues to whom you would like

to send selected stories.

Activity Organizer 3.3Share Success Stories

Extension: Broadening the Conversation

List colleagues to whom you want to send selected stones. 0.zt name and lOcMon
of story site next to name of colleague)

Name E-Mail aStoty Site

Note: To reloads the stocks at a later time online, dick the Search tab on any Knowledge Loom page.
type the name of the school In the key word box on the search fans and back the 'Submit' button.

84
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GOAL

MATERIALS

DURATION

5 - I S
.. 5

Compare similarities and differences between a success story and your
own site.

Activity Organizer 3.2Identify Performance Gaps

Highlighted printouts and notes on chart paper for each story investi-

gated in Step 3Activity 1

All completed copies of Activity Organizer 3.1

Bottom section of Activity Organizer 3.3Share Success Stories

1/2 hour (If there were many stories reviewed by each person, consider
repeating this activity in more than one session.)

85
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Activity Organizer 3.2-Identify Performance Gaps
When this activity organizer is complete, you will:

Be aware of performance gaps between your school improvement group and the success-story
group, and
Understand what the impact of these gaps is on reaching your goals and be ready to identify
action items that help toward reaching your goals.

Under the Success Factors heading, list items from the completed copies of Activity Organizer 3.1
that you feel are most important to successfully implement the best practice being studied. Record
the differences between these items (story's success factors) and your own site's practices ( 4-, x).
Reflect on what impact you believe this difference is having on reaching your school improvement goals

Success Factors
Gap Effect on Goals

Weekly vneettsuo to- study
and/ apply ,stratecji.e* x

Stratecjive wee present
arevVt- si,vt/ang, av because,
w& cian:t atiaw ton&
durt:no, the. week".

A nalykatg, student data.

IF
We. do-th4,k, but only once.
a, yeaf,after sta.ndcuedineth

,--.Ato tai cwt be/ artcti,ng,
cat-,vv embedded/Lk.

tkar, --y

r-117s4
,,

,..,

-4:
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1

2

In the conversations you had during the last activity, Step 3Activity 1,
you noted details that you felt contributed to the success of the sites you

studied. These represent important similarities and differences between

the success-story sites and your own. Review the highlighted story
printouts, the data noted on Activity Organizer 3.1, and the notes you

took on the chart paper. On Activity Organizer 3.2, in the left-hand

column, record the most important similarities or differences you see

between this data and the situation at your own site (do not exceed more

than five or six items).

3

Now compare what they do to what you are doing. In the second column

of Activity Organizer 3.2, place a .check mark if the item is something that

is happening at your own site, but to a greater or lesser degree. Use a

plus or minus sign to indicate the performance gap, or place an X in the

column if it does not occur at your site.

In the third column, jot your thoughts about the effect the performance

gap is having on your school improvement efforts.

http://knowledgeloom.org
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4 Consider making a connection with one of your virtual benchmarking

partners! After you have spent some time analyzing a success story and

studying performance gaps between what they do and what you do, you
can take advantage of the contact information that The Knowledge Loom

provides for most stories to learn more. If there are open issues for you

about how to replicate certain initiatives, consider getting in touch with

the people who have demonstrated success. Let them know about your
analysis, tell them where you think the performance gaps are between

their story and yours, and ask for their advice. To make this connection,

click on "Contact Information" in the list of items under Success Story in

the left-hand navigation. Use the space at the bottom of Activity Organizer

3.3 to make a list of items you would like to discuss with the success-

story contact (See sample below.)

Activity Organizer 3.3Share Success Stories

Extension: Broadening the Conversation

List colleagues to whom you want to send selected stories. (List name and location
of story site next to name of colleague)

Name E-Mall Story Slte

Note: To relocate the stories at a later time online, click the earchiab on any Knowledge Loom page.
Type the name of the school in the keywortilboxon the,searrh form and click the 'Submit' button.

Items to discuss with the success story contacts'\'

B Using TA 14.0444 A Guidebook
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GOAL

MATERIALS

DURATION

RATIONALE

Step 3Activity 3
Extension: Sharing Success Stories

Add your own tips for success to The Knowledge Loom.

Activity Organizer 3.4Share your Tip for School Improvement

Access to the "Share your Story" interactive tool on The Knowledge
Loom (http://knowledgeloom.org) for your selected spotlight

20 30 minutes

A good way to broaden your collaborative inquiry experience is to
share your thoughts with other members of The Knowledge Loom's

online learning community. Every school involved in improvement efforts
has a number of successful activities in which it already engages. In this
step you will share those successes with others.

ni A B Using TA il.4.oat4 Loos: A Guidebook
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Activity Organizer 3.4 share your Tip for School Improvement

Extension: Reflection

Make notes about your tip or success story:

90
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1

2

3

I

Think about your selected focus theme and one of the best practices you

are studying in this step. What does your school do particularly well in

relation to that theme and best practice? What tip do you have for others

about what works? Use Activity Organizer 3.4 to make notes about your

tip or success story in preparation for posting to "Share your Story" on

The Knowledge Loom.

When you are able to get online, go to The Knowledge Loom home page

(http://knowledgeloom.org) and click on the title of your selected spot-

light. From the cover page for your selected spotlight, click 'Join Dialog"

then scroll down to "Share your Story"

JOIN
THE DIALOG

Ft
".` HOME) ABOUT if'
, /Wm

.#0
;;(.44.4 your story

TO TURN

Tell us about your most effective professional development
MINIM expenence Share tips, insights, and special stories about professional

development at your site.

ADD YOUR STORY (requires log in)
READ OTHERS' STORIES

1444 4-44,1 your ideas A
The most effective professional development plans include having teachen regularly
analyze what students need to know and math this to what they themselves need to
tam to meet student needs.

The Field Tells Us..
School-level eduraton era prevented from developing this analytical capacity by
bureaucratic structmes such as scheduling, lack of planning time. school cultmes
focused on 'coveting" content et.

Answer this question
How must school systems change in older to allow educators the time it takes to
regularly review student work and translate deficiencies into professional
development needs?

ADD YOUR RESPONSE (requires log In)
READ OTHERS' RESPONSES

First take a few minutes to read the responses others have posted to

"Share your Story." you might want to make notes if any of their tips seem

like something you can use later. After you have read some of the other

responses, click on "Add your Story" and fill in the online form using the

notes you made on Activity Organizer 3.4. you will need to register or log
BEST copy AVAILABLE in on The Knowledge Loom to post a message,

* There is a "Register" and a "Log In" button on each Knowledge Loom page. Once you have registered, keep a
record of your user name and password. The next time you use one of The Knowledge Loom's interactive tools, log
in with this information. When you register, you are given the option to receive an occasional e-mail message that
will update you on new content added to The Knowledge Loom.
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C'
Rat-stories of success, foCCowed
by research. and references.

Just the site I need! I am presenting
apayer in July on best _practices for
technology in elementary reading
classrooms. I have bookmarked The
Xnowledge Loom 'Web site! 11

K-12 Educator

9. 2
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Notes for Facilitators

Activity Organizer 3.1 is designed to help participants figure out what the driving
forces are behind successful implementation of a best practice. Using the fishbone
chart, participants can identify how evidence presented in each success story is
related and which pieces of evidence are most critical to success. Remind partici-
pants that the data does not have to be numeric or quantitative. Any evidence
gleaned from the success story can be used and is valuable.

Point out to participants that they may need to make some assumptions about what
happened in the success stories and why. It is okay to make assumptions as long as
they are recognized as such. Participants might plan to check their assumptions by
getting in touch with the success-story contact as part of the extension activity.

Note: In some cases, schools do not wish to be contacted and have not provided
their contact information. In other cases, leadership at the sites may have changed,
and selected programs and practices may no longer be current. Sensitivity to these
issues is important. Adapting or replicating the described practice/program often
still has validity.

The stories that participants select as benchmarking partners might seem ideal
because they sound so much like the participants' own school or district you can also

encourage participants to select stories about places significantly different from their

own to broaden their thinking about best practices. Help participants think out loud

about which stories they are choosing and why.

Activity Organizer 3.2 asks participants to extract from the stories the specific
details that seem most critical in successfully implementing the best practice and to
think about whether these same initiatives are being demonstrated in their own
school or district Identifying the performance gapsdifferences in performance
between the success-story site and a participant's ownhelps to move goals
forward. Depending on the selections participants make, you may want to think
about ways to influence the addition of other essential details that they may have

overlooked.

Consider having participants complete the extension activities while you are work-
ing with them face-to-face. "Send This Story to a Colleague" and "Share your Story"
are important community-building tools featured on The Knowledge Loom, and
when participants post to these areas, they are helping that community grow. Just
finding their way to the features discussed in the extension activities provides
participants an opportunity to get their feet wet with The Knowledge Loom and
understand its basic structure. Being comfortable with the online environment
encourages future use as needs arise.

9 3
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Notes

Use this space to record how you used or modified the activities in this step.

Special Request: The Knowledge Loom team is interested in how you used the
Guidebook and The Knowledge Loom Web site. Please take the time to complete
and mail us the facilitator's evaluation in Appendix C.
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Step 3: Activity Organizers
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Activity Organizer 3.2

Success Factors

Identify
Gap

V+, V- , X

Performance Gaps

Effect on Goals
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Activity Organizer 3.2 Identify Performance Gaps
When this activity organizer is complete, you will:

Be aware of performance gaps between your school improvement group and the success-story
group, and

Understand what the impact of these gaps is on reaching your goals and be ready to identify
action items that help toward reaching your goals.

Under the Success Factors heading, list items from the completed copies of Activity Organizer 3.1
that you feel are most important to successfully implement the best practice being studied. Record
the differences between these items (story's success factors) and your own site's practices ( +, , x).

Reflect on what impact you believe this difference is having on reaching your school improvement goals

Success Factors
Gap Effect on Goals

Weekly ineeti,ngle to- study
and. apply stratecAe/k X

StratecAe4ewe/pres-ertt
cLre,vi:t si:AkiAty lAvbecawse.
we/ clan)t allow rum&
cluri/ng, the. week/.

A vl.alykiing, stuzlent data, - We/ cla. thi*, but only once/
a/year,: afte,r stanclardiilered.
te4t-144"at44:t bpi ang<tidng,
1;0V can't evnivAidecl.

o- ,.

Wli e.

wc

/
Jr

-.-4 ---,

-Nt
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Activity Organizer 3.3 Share Success Stories

Extension: Broadening the Conversation

List colleagues to whom you want to send selected stories. (List name and location
of story site next to name of colleague.)

Name E-Mail Story Site

Note: To relocate the stories at a later time online, click the "Search" tab on any Knowledge Loom page.
Type the name of the school in the keyword box on the search form and click the "Submit" button.

Items to discuss with the success story contacts:

Note: If you have not already done so, take The Knowledge Loom tour to get better acquainted
with what the site offers. Click the "TOUR" button located on the home page at:

http://knowledgeloom.org
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Activity Organizer 3.4Share your Tip for School Improvement°

Extension: Reflection

Make notes about your tip or success story:

Note: If you have not already done so, take The Knowledge Loom tour to get better acquainted
with what the site offers. Click the "TOUR" button located on the home page at:

http://knowledgeloom.org
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Step 4:
Identify Support Resources

Concepts: Broadening, Deepening, and Sharing Knowledge

Overview 2

Why Review and Share Resources? 3

Loom Locations 5

Step 4Activity 1
An Overview of the Research 9

Step 4Activity 2
Exploring Web Resources 13

Step 4Activity 3
Extension: Sharing Quality Resources 17

Notes for Facilitators 19

Activity Organizers 21

Activity Organizer 4.1Reviewing the Research

Activity Organizer 4.2Reviewing Related Web Resources

Activity Organizer 4.3Discuss Research and Resources

Activity Organizer 4.4Supporting a National Learning Network
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School improvement decisions need to be made carefully, and they need to be backed up
with a variety of data that is grounded in research, based on proven methodologies, and
connected to real-world examples. This step will help you identify important informational
resources related to the focus theme and best practices you selected in Step 1.

During this step you will look at research summaries and research bibliographies that
support each best practice you want to study. you will also explore other kinds of Web-
based resources related to these practices. Some of the resources will further describe the
best practices (white papers, reports, and studies). Others will help you put the practices
into action (case studies, how-to brochures, tips and lessons, and connections to technical
assistance organizations).

ACTIVITIES First you will review research summaries related to selected best prac-
tices. Then you will explore links to other Web resources related to the

selected best practices. You will be asked to reflect on their application
to your school improvement efforts. Once you have analyzed a number
of these resources, you will plan ways to share them with colleagues and
members of your school community. During the Step 4 extension
activity, you will use The Knowledge Loom's "Share your Story interac-
tive tool to alert colleagues to a Web resource you discovered and that
you think is particularly useful. A participants' evaluation form is provided
for your convenience in Appendix C.

3 hours (can be conducted as two 11/2-hour sessions), plus time for the
additional extension activity

PREPARATION

Note: The nature of this exercise is open-ended since many resources related

to each focus theme and practice are presented on The Knowledge Loom. you

may find that it will take two or three sessions before you are satisfied with the

number and extent of the resources you wish to review.

Note:

This overview and the section, Why Review and Share Resources?, can

be copied and distributed to introduce participants to important con-
cepts and processes used in this step.

Terms appearing in boldface text are defined in Appendix A: Glossary.

r;
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The adoption and implementation of effective practices require continued learning both
from the published literature as well as from colleagues and from the work of professional
and technical assistance organizations. The examination and analysis of these resources
have two benefits: first, they help to ensure that a range of views and perspectivesinclud-
ing those outside your school building/districtare included in your school improvement
plans. Second, reflecting on these new ideas deepens knowledge in the school/district as a
whole and helps practitioners to become inquisitive, reflective, and critical thinkers. Re-
search tells us that an inquiry-driven reflexive culture in an organization contributes to

continuous improvement because all ideas and practices in use are themselves naturally
examined and re-examined in an effort to improve them.

Reviewing the Research

Many educators and education stakeholders want to see that school improvement deci-
sions are being driven by careful, proven research in the field. However, research can
sometimes be written in complex academic language and seem unapproachable to busy
educators more interested in practical examples of what works. The Knowledge Loom
provides very accessible summaries of academic research and reference bibliographies for
each of the best practices presented. Take advantage of these summaries and bibliogra-
phies. Being able to articulate the research base for a selected best practice can help
garner support for its acceptance among stakeholders and also can help influence funding
and resource allocations at administrative, school board, and local community levels.

Accessing Resources Efficiently and Thoughtfully

Information about best practices based on the work of colleagues is invaluable. There is
nothing better than knowing someone else tried it, and it worked. Thanks to technology,
these colleagues can expand beyond the local area to colleagues in education worldwide.
A wealth of resources like these exists on the Web and can help you build a strong vision
for your school improvement activities. you have probably searched for some of these
resources in the past and, at times, may have felt that there are too many of them to be
truly useful. The Knowledge Loom has reviewed, evaluated, and selected some of the best
of these Web sites and pages, and indexed them, saving you a lot of time and energy.

http://knowledgeloom.org
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Think strategically about the Web resources you find that are related to your selected
focus theme and best practices. We often spend a lot of time gathering information and
data from the Web, but little time considering how it can be shared in conversations that
turn the data and information into knowledge. As you explore each resource, ask "How can
this support our school improvement efforts?" Questions like this provoke thoughts about
how the information can actually be translated into action, as well as how it can be intro-
duced into the local conversation about school improvement

Remember that this Guidebook is predicated on the value of collaborative inquiry
educators talking together, sharing their insights, and asking questions together. Although
information can be garnered through individual study, it is the process of negotiating
meaning that propels us to deeper levels of understanding of content and concepts.
Establish ongoing ways to share and discuss resources that can prove valuable to your
school improvement efforts.

C C Cess than seven hours after I passed the
'URI of The Xnowledge Loom Web site to

our eCementary school-media center director,
I received a response from her! She Coved the
site and is using it as part of staff develop-
ment for an online project she is completing
for credit.
Mary Van Dyke, Middle School Teacher, Atchison, KS

108 http://knowledgeloom.org
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Loom Locations

In Step 4 you will use the research summaries and reference bibliographies, the "Re-
sources" and "Related Resources" links, and the "Share Your Story" interactive tool for

your selected Knowledge Loom spotlight.

Note: If you do not have access to a computer with Internet capabilities during your collaborative
inquiry sessions, print the research summaries and reference bibliographies for each best
practice you are studying. However, you will need to be online to explore the Web resource

links and to share a resource using the "Share Your Story" interactive tool.

HOME" r ABOUT I

0 A 111 0 I

Join the Dialog

Panel Discussion.

Nava You, Say

Ask an Expert

LOG IN

REGISTER

TO

Principles of Practice for Successful
Professional Development

Many factors contribute to an effective and successful professional
development program. The following 8 principles of effective
professional development are among those identified from the
findings of recent research and reports of expert opinion. These 8
principles focus attention on professional development strategies for
improving students' learning over time.

Professional development should be based on analyses
of the differences between (a) actual student
performance and (b) goals and standards for student
learning.

What is it? Policy, stories, research Hosources

Professional development should involve teachers in the
identification of what they need to learn and In the
development of the learning experiences in which they will
be involved.

What is it) policy stories, research Resources

Professional development should be primarily
school-based and built Into the day-to-day work of
teaching.

What is It? Policy., stories, research Resources

Professional development should be organized around
collaborative problem solving.

What Is It? Policy, stories, research Jtesources

Figure 1: Best practice page for the Professional Development spotlight on
The Knowledge Loom.

To access the Web "Resources" link for each best practice:

1 Click on the spotlight's title from the Spotlight Library on The Knowledge Loom home
page (http://knowledgeloom.org) to access your spotlight cover page.

2 Click "Investigate this Spotlight" or "GO" to access the list of best practices for your
spotlight theme.

3 Click the "Resources" link located below the best practice you are studying.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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After clicking on the"Resources" link immediately below the best practice(s) you wish to
study, you will see a short list of very specific Web resources related to that practice.

S Pt%
THE

E ABOUT FIEtintALry. SI it MAP :PARTNERS

#C:IcPf);i41! ycir

PROFESSIONAL tvEtci-pMENt.--.

Spotlight Coief
View List of ot,
Practices

THE PRACTICE, Professional development should be based on
analyses of the differences between (a) actual student performance
and (b) goals end standards for sbadent learning.

Content Presented By,

Rational Awards Program for Model Professional
Development

JOin the Dialog

Panel in ;cur

Y .Snon.. Have our ay

trowa.t

LOG IN

IMPORTANTI If you dick on any of. the resources listed in
,thiS window, newbreaser window will open to display an

. Internet Me located !beyond...Th.:Knowledge Loorn.:TP . .;

rein., to The Knowledge Loom, iiiindily-dose We' new.window
that opened. .

. . . .
: . .

Specific resources related to this
principle:

Professional Development. Staff Learning for Student Results

htilifissw.ncrel.orgLog(

Here you will find a full rang of information geared to help you
make professional development a bedrock of excellence in your
school or district. This site is designed for school and
districtlevel teachers, administrators, and others interested in
improving professional development

Teachers Take Charge of Their teaming. Transfomving
Professional Development for Student Success

titilEiliwww.nfle.oroftekechar,horr,

Figure 2: Sample resources page displayed when "Resources" is selected
from below any best practice.

Ore ASOUT

"What WorK31.1Tc,thlxt R. Learnitig;

professionalevelopmenf
ort* Year

seecrwavesaz.Ovran- wet vi
=La ve ewe. wow ea even. ever I

a«it 'Irwr

11=13311111.1
mown .3.100.fterms in.ya Nal rIno MO IMann=

The C011ettiOnno., on.. on. own. Ann.. (A11111Zit

To view a more comprehensive list of

Web resources, click the "Related
Resources" link found on the cover page
of your selected Knowledge Loom
spotlight.

RNItI`c2s

X444uttilfsi,teioe.::

PROFESSIOT

ABOUT

Spotlight Cover
investigate

JoiO Me Dialog

anel DisCur lion

Have Tour :ay
Ask. In Exert

EEEDSAt.K) SITE MAP PARTNERS

th..1-1g

111;P0RFANT!'lyoud7dt o7 sinyoTthere;ourcer lilted In
I this window, a new browser window will open to.dls pi ay an

Internet site d 'beyond" The Knowledge Loom. To
return to the.Knowledge Loom, simply dose the new window.

At the bottern of this en automated search of the U.S.
Department of Education's Cross Site Index provides '.
additional resources on the:spotlight topic:

Resources for Best Practices for
Successful Professional
Development

..Mentorine in Edutopia. Volume 7, Number 5.

511fifaLPLISISIDIPISinewsletters/_7,1/descarnos.html

This artid in Fdutopia rnagcine outlines and describes
rnentoring as professional development process.

A Change of Como.

bt.121(iwv.nfie.orgicourschtrn

"A Change of Course' is the National Foundation for the
Improvement of Education's (NFIE) program to improve the
quality and availability of professional development for public
school teachers, education support personnel, and higher
education faculty and staff.

American Federation of Teachers. Professional Development

brillfivvv.afterglt di" so sit. sh.rquilitylaratiattrn
Whet are the chererterittirc of rood nrnfewinnel .1 no min nrnernt

Figure 3: A more comprehensive list of Web resources displayed when
"Related Resources" is selected from the spotlight cover page.
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To find the research summaries or their reference bibliographies for a specific best practice:

1 Go to The Knowledge Loom home page (http://knowledgeloom.org) and click the
spotlight title you wish to explore.

2 Select "Investigate this Spotlight" or "GO" from that spotlight's cover page.

Note: In some spotlights an index page will appear after clicking "Investigate" or "GO:'
In these cases, you will need to select a subcategory of best practices and click "Learn
More" before you see the "Policy, Stories, Research" links.

3 Click on the "Policy, Stories, Research" link immediately below the best practice(s) you
wish to study. you will see the "Research Summary" and "References" links near the
bottom of the page.

"HOME I ABOUT` I -

A I

I

Practices

About
This Practice

What is it?

spe Pfic Related
Resources

Join the Dialog

Panel Discussion

Have Your Say

Ask an Expert

LOG IN I,

REGISTER r

TO COYER

THE PRACTICE, Professional development should be based on
analyses of the differences between (a) actual student performance
and (b) goals and standards for student learning

Content Presented Eiyi

National Awards Program for Model Professional
Development

The Policy
President's and Secretary of Education's Priority:
There will be a talented, dedicated, and well-prepared teacher in
every classroom.
view a complete list of the President's and Secretary's priorities.

The Success Stories
Samuel Mason Elementary Sthool - Roxbury, MA
International High School - Long Island City, NY
Shallowford Falls Elementary School - Marietta, GA
Woodrow Wilson Elementary School - Manhattan, KS

The Research
Professional Develoomeat_Research Summary
Professional Development References

Note the "Research Summary"
and "References" links near
the bottom.

Figure 4: Contents page presented when "Policy, Stories, Research" is
selected from a list of best practices.
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To locate "Share Your Story" for your selected spotlight:

1 Click the spotlight title on The Knowledge Loom home page.

2 Click "Join Dialog" from the spotlight cover page.

3 Scroll down to "Share Your Story."

JOIN
THE DIALOG HOME' ABOUT,I ;It tY EEEDBACKL SITE MAP PARTNERS

ei.P..".:.What:Works in Tehching7 & Lear

Spotlight Cover.

Other Resources

,r:#4,*, the discussion

A panel of educators speak about their successful professional
development models.

--Read that they have to say.
--Share you Ideas on the subject.

,,JOIN THE DISCUSSION

your story

Tell us about your most effective professional development
experience. Share tips, insights, and special stories about professional
development at your site.

ADD YOUR STORY (requires log In)
READ OTHERS' STORIES

Figure 5: "Share your Story" interactive tool from the Professional
Development spotlight on The Knowledge Loom.
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GOAL

MATERIALS

DURATION

RATIONALE

Step 4-Activity 1
An Overview of the Research

Become familiar with the research that supports the best practices listed
in your selected spotlight.

Activity Organizer 4.1Reviewing the Research

Activity Organizer 4.3Discuss Research and Resources

Access to The Knowledge Loom (http://knowledgeloom.org) or printouts
of pertinent online content ("Research Summary" and research "Refer-
ences" for each best practice in your selected Knowledge Loom spotlight)

11/2 hours

Before you begin this step, you will need to have selected a Knowledge
Loom spotlight (Activity Organizer 1.1). Now, you will study the research

that supports the best practices listed in that spotlight.
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0

I 4

When this activity organizer is complete, you will:
Be able to point to academic research that backs up the school improvement work you are doing, and
Identify and select items that need further study.

Read the research summary for the best practice you are studying and take notes. Reflect on what this
means to your school improvement goals/needs as you fill in the rest of the organizer. Items for further
study can be selected from the reference bibliography. Complete a separate organizer for each best
practice you are studying.

Practice: Profes,sional development silou2d. be based/ on/ ancilysek of the/di.fference
between/ (a) actu. student-performance/ curt& (b) go-cas, and/ sated' far

,...1v student learni.ng,.

Research
Summary
Notes

4

The,fre. curtcayse4, oi,nt out the usefulness, of alternattve strategies, for
student leasrand school/ Cmprovement, pcxycytg, close/ attentton,
to-the.g.azvw by diverse/type* of learners:.

4,
1) Important points to remember. 2) What nejearturther investigation?

We need/to- examLne. our school/ Loll, rovement an&cifnalyire, C.odivi.dua2.
student performs cep ("in/ relatCovv to- thos. 'Nk6n.d. riearch, that aii.g41*,%choob
vmprovement goal/km:L-1v student achievement Fund<researck thathelpk LA* explore
,erertt- strategies, for student Lear .

4

Research
to Read

-IiiIr

v'tkl
nr & rar, ge or Their L eartiny Travvafryntahuj,
Prof ,a evelopment for Student Succe*s;

How can this support our school improvement efforts?

This- report from/the/ Nat-tonal/ Foundatton, for the/ Improvement of Educatto-n.
(NFIE) Wyk that when/teaCherk take/ control. of their OWYl/prOfekSiOVIVa/ development,
,student success, Crtcreasek. I thrtio we can/ use. thi/s, report to- make the/ case that
teachers' MtWay ,studentdata/ shout& be at thecenter of our school/
improvement

6
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Directions: Step 4Activity 1

1

2

3

4

5

Organize small study groups that make sense for the way your school is

organized. This might mean grouping by grade level, curricular area, or
interest in the best practice(s) being explored. Sometimes it encourages

an interesting perspective to form cross-grade and cross-curricular

groups. Each group selects a best practice to study from the selected
Knowledge Loom spotlight (see Loom Locations for details).

Select the "Policy, Stories, Research" link below the best practice as-

signed. List the practice on Activity Organizer 4.1.

Read the Research Summary for the assigned best practice either online

or from your printout. Begin to complete the rest of Activity Organizer 4.1,
and as you do, discuss each category with the group.

6

Most importantly, take time to reflect on what the content of this Research

Summary means to your school improvement process. Ask questions

such as "How can we use this information to change practice, lobby other

stakeholders, educate our local community?" "What kinds of questions

are we facing that the research might be able to answer?" On the activity

organizer, record notes about the summary's contents and points to

remember that seem pertinent to your school improvement efforts, and

note issues that raise questions and seem to warrant further investigation.

If there is a point made in the summary that is of particular interest to

your group, check its source by clicking on the "References" link on The

Knowledge Loom. Record that citation on the activity organizer in the

section, Research to Read.

Write reflections on how your reading supports your school improvement

efforts.
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7

8

Consider scheduling a book group with your study team and discuss the

book or paper you selected from the research references. An excellent

ongoing professional development activity is to organize a series of book
groups for various study teams in the school. If colleagues are reading

different, but related, literature, your organization will begin to build

complimentary knowledge on the focus themes you have selected for
school improvement.

Brainstorm other ideas for how this research information can be shared

with colleagues and the broader education community in your city/town.
Record these ideas on Activity Organizer 4.3.

Activity Organizer 4.3Discuss Research and Resources

Extension: Broadening the Conversation

List your plans for sharing research information and resource lists with colleagues and the community.
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GOAL

MATERIALS

DURATION

Step 4Activity 2
Exploring Web Resources

Access online resources that inform and support your selected best

practices.

Activity Organizer 4.2Reviewing Related Web Resources

Activity Organizer 4.3Discuss Research and Resources

Access to The Knowledge Loom (http://knowledgeloom.org)

A printout of the "Related Resources" list for your selected Knowledge

Loom spotlight

Note: Work in the same study teams and on the same best practice as in
the previous activity, Step 4Activity 1.

11/2 hours
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Activity Organizer 4.2 Reviewing Related Web Resources
When this activity organizer is complete, you will have:

Identified several Web resources that will support your school improvement activities, and
Thought about ways these resources can directly help your work.

List the practice and Web resources that you are exploring. Evaluate how the resources can
help your school improvement efforts.

Practice: Not related/to- a/particular practIce. general/ resource for profemrional.
development best practizek.Ar

Resource
Title/URL:

A nerizary F ede r aton of Teachers: Pro fessional Dev elop nett
hp://www. aft. ariEdsuesiaerquality fprocev. htm.

iirs,
Description and notes: How can this resource help our school improvement
efforts?

L i/stk the characteri/stick of good/profe4sio-nal. cleNelopme4At programs:
Exemplary program* are hig-hlighted..

Co/Aid/give as, some idea* about who- pay k fcrr varitywk types, of progrcum, to- help
support new effort we. ccreitryi,vd-to- get off the grown& offering-teacher stipend*
U.S. Department of Education/ ,spo-nsork a/Mode& P rofessional/ 'Develop ment Awov/r14/
Progrcun< We could' review some of the wi,nnerk and/set Glik one of our gotx24, to- create
a/ similaf- program4 feeld/W4t it for a/year, and/depenzUng, on/ resultk, consider applying:

Resource
Title/URL: ,...

,/
1

N.\ --//1Description and notes: How can this resourcehelp,ourschool improvement
_

,-- Ny;,,%.-..--.-efforts? /

/
Resource
Title/URL:

,
Description and iicileiSilow can this resource help our school improvement

iyiefforts?
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1

2

3

4

Select the "Resources" link below each practice you wish to study in your
selected Knowledge Loom spotlight (see Loom Locations for details). List

the practice on Activity Organizer 4.2.

Some best practices will have many resources listed, others will have only

a few or none at all. Begin by reviewing each of these resources. Record

information about the resource on Activity Organizer 4.2the title and
URL, a brief summary, and notes. Most importantly, take time to reflect

together on how this resource can support your school improvement

efforts. Ask questions such as "How can we use this information to

change practice, lobby other stakeholders, educate our local commu-

nity?" "What kinds of questions are we facing that this resource might be

able to answer?" Record your thoughts on the activity organizer.

After exploring the resources for your assigned practice, skim the printout

of the "Related Resources" for your selected Knowledge Loom spotlight

(see Loom Locations for details on how to access these links online). This

is a general list of resources related to the focus theme of your selected

Knowledge Loom spotlight. Decide how to divide up sections of the list,

arranging it so different team members review different sets of resources.

Because, in most cases, this list is quite long, each person should select

up to five different resources to review independently. The printed anno-

tations will help you make your selections.

Continue to complete the sections of Activity Organizer 4.2 for each

resource you review. When the reviews are complete, plan a show-and-

tell session with your study group. Each member should demonstrate for

the others one or two of the best resources he/she discovered and, as

these are being presented, continue the conversation about how each of

these resources can support your school improvement efforts.

1 9
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5 Brainstorm other ideas for how these resources can be shared with

colleagues and the broader education community in your city/town.

Record these ideas on Activity Organizer 4.3Discuss Research and

Resources. These might include creating and sharing bookmark lists,

creating a Web page with links organized in categories, and explaining the

importance of each link to the school/district's improvement plans.

Activity Organizer 4.3Discuss Research and Resources

Extension: Broadening the Conversation

List your plans for sharing research information and resource lists with colleagues and the community.
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GOAL

MATERIALS

DURATION

RATIONALE

Share your discoveries about Web resources with colleagues.

Activity Organizer 4.4Supporting a National Learning Network

Access to the "Share your Story" interactive tool on The Knowledge Loom
(http://knowledgeloom.org) for your selected spotlight

20 30 minutes

A good way to broaden your collaborative inquiry experience is to
share resources with other members of The Knowledge Loom's online
learning community. you may have already used the "Share your Story"
interactive tool on The Knowledge Loom in Step 3Activity 3 to share a
success story about your school. Now you will use the same tool to share
a tip about a great Web resource you discovered.
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Activity Organizer 4.4 Supporting a National Learning Network

Extension: Reflection

Record notes about helpful Web resources you discovered and that you plan to post with your
comments to "Share your Story" as a tip for others.

Resource URL Notes

aA B
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Directions: Step 4 Activity 3

2

Think about how one of the resources you reviewed in Step 4Activity 2
can have a positive impact on achieving one of the best practices you are

studying. Make notes on Activity Organizer 4.4. Include the title of the

resource, the URL, a short summary, and how you think it can help

improve teaching and learning.

When you are able to get online, go to The Knowledge Loom home page

(http://knowledgeloom.org) and click the title of your selected spotlight.

From the cover page for your selected focus theme, click "Join Dialog"

and scroll down to "Share your Story!' Click on "Add your Story" and fill in

the online form using the notes you made on Activity Organizer 4.4.

you will need to register or log in to The Knowledge Loom to post a
message.*

JOIN
THE DIALOG

l
olt

HOME .1ABOUT IMEItiPiDUMMILIEMMO23:3

Other Resources

Join the Dialog

Panel Glecussion

REGISTER

0 I 0 I

your story

TW/81414

Tell us about your most effective professional development
e xperience. Share tips, insights, and special stories about professional
development at your site.

ADD YOUR STORY (requires log in)
READ OTHERS' STORIES

t.PQ .t4:1. your ideas A
The most effective professional development plans include having teach= regularly
analyze what students need to know and math this to what they themselves need to
leant to meet student needs.

The Field Tells Us...
School-level educators are prevented from developing this analytical capacity by
bunaucratic structures such as scheduling lack of planning time, school cultures
focused on 'covering" content et.

Answer this question
How must school systems change in order to allow educators the tune it talzs to
regularly review student work and translate deficiencies into professional
development needs?

ADD YOUR RESPONSE (requires log In)
READ OTHERS' RESPONSES

* There is a "Register" and a "Log In" button on each Knowledge Loom page. Once you have registered,
keep a record of your user name and password. The next time you use one of The Knowledge Loom's
interactive tools, log in with this information. When you register, you are given the option to receive an
occasional email message that will update you on new content added to The Knowledge Loom.

BESTCOPYAVAILABLE
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Notes for Facilitators

Activity 2 of this step requires that participants go online to explore Web resources
related to their selected focus themes and best practices. Spending a little extra time
helping educators find their way to The Knowledge Loom features used for this activity
is essential. In fact, it will generally help people become comfortable with using technol-
ogy to access school improvement resources, and once they feel comfortable, they are
more apt to return to the Web site to explore content in various themes of individual
interest. The Knowledge Loom "TOUR" accessed from the home page (http://
knowledgeloom.org) is a good place to start If you have not already used it, consider

one session devoted just to getting acquainted with The Knowledge Loom, its features,
and its navigation.

Ask participants to think strategically about how they can use the research summaries
and Web links related to their selected focus theme and best practices. We often spend
a lot of time gathering information and data from the Web, but little time considering
how it can be shared in conversations that turn the data and information into knowl-
edge. The activity organizers ask participants to consider "How can this support our
school improvement efforts?" This provokes thoughts about how the information can
actually be translated into action, as well as how it can be introduced into the local
conversation around school improvement

Not everyone will be as interested in studying the research about a best practice (why
we do it), compared with exploring the Web resources (often more related to how we
do it). It is important to note that pointing out the research base for a selected best
practice can help garner support for its acceptance among stakeholders and can help
influence funding and resource allocations at administrative, school board, and local

community levels.

The completed activity organizers can provide two types of supports: a list of resources
describing what participants want to achieve at the school/district, and frameworks and
examples for getting there. In effect, these form the foundation for a school change
policy. Because policymaking is involved, resources like these need to be discussed in
the school community. Encourage participants to share the resources they discover
with the broader community and to find ways to solicit and record views and feedback.

Consider having participants complete the extension activities while you are working

with them face-to-face. "Share your Story" is an important community-building tool
featured on The Knowledge Loom, and when participants post their own feedback and
ideas, they are helping contribute to the growth of a broad and diverse teaching and

learning community.
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Notes

Use this page to record how you used or modified the activities in this step.

Special Request: The Knowledge Loom team is interested in how you used the Guidebook
and The Knowledge Loom Web site. Please take the time to complete and mail us the
facilitator's evaluation in Appendix C.
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Step 4: Activity Organizers
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Activity Organizer 4.1Reviewing the Research
Practice:

Research
Summary
Notes

1) Important points to remember. 2) What needs further investigation?

Research
to Read

How can this support our school improvement efforts?

IMA B Using TA 14.0wle4 toofs: A Guidebook
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When this activity organizer is complete, you will:
Be able to point to academic research that backs up the school improvement work you are doing, and
Identify and select items that need further study.

Read the research summary for the best practice you are studying and take notes. Reflect on what this
means to your school improvement goals/needs as you fill in the rest of the organizer. Items for further
study can be selected from the reference bibliography. Complete a separate organizer for each best
practice you are studying.

Practice: Profmonal, develop ment sho-uld. be. based. on. analyse*ofthe difference
between, (a.) acti, student performance an& (b) goals, ad. standard's- far
student learni,no:

Research
Summary
Notes

These analyses-point out the/ U4eft4141E44, ofalternattNe/ grategie*for
student /earn.i.no, cvAd. school/ (improvement, payi.ng, closes attention.
t o t h e g a 4 ; n 4 , m a d e .m a d e . b y clZverse type's, of learners:

,

1) Important points to remember. 2) What neeilWiiirtheeinvestigation?

We need. to- ex.a.mi.ne our school, Lmpravementgo al*, and.''analy ire Cnclivi.dttal.
student perfarmahlce try relay to- thosegovas?,Eiin., i,- e:Searcl.v that a/4r* school'
Cmprovement goal* with, student azhievem4nt::: Chd/ t' earth. that helps' LA4,explore

erent strategies' for student Lear . ,,'

Research
to Read

",e 4 cr.e- r- - ToF e . C\ k arg e. or n et s Learning.. Tra.n4forming,
Fs rofes-s-Wna li.D'e.v"kop merit for Student Succelisj.

"7---

How can this support our school improvement efforts?

7144- report from, the. National, Fou4rulatton, for the Improvement ofalitcatiory
(Quo says-that when. temcherk take contra/.oftheir own/professional. develop ment,
student succekk i'ncrease's: I thi.n/r., we can, u4,ethi.s. , report to make the case that
teachers- analy student data. shout& be at the center ofour school.
lAnproventertt
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Activity
Practice:

Organizer 4.2Reviewing Related Web Resources

Resource
Title/URL:

Description and notes: How can this resource help our school
improvement efforts?

Resource
Title/URL:

Description and notes: How can this resource help our school
improvement efforts?

Resource
Title/U RL:

Description and notes: How can this resource help our school
improvement efforts?
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Activity Organizer 4.2 Reviewing Related Web Resources
When this activity organizer is complete, you will have:

Identified several Web resources that will support your school improvement activities, and
Thought about ways these resources can directly help your work.

List the practice and Web resources that you are exploring. Evaluate how the resources can
help your school improvement efforts.

Practice: Not related/to- a. partCcular practfze. General/ resource' for profes,sional.
development b-wat practice*

Resource
Title/URL:

A mericanv Federattorl. of Tea cherk: P rofessionoa. Develop m.ent
http://www.aft. orglEcU*sueWteatherquality/proclev.htm.

Description and notes: How can this resource help our school improvement
efforts?

Li.stk the character-list-Los- of good/ pry development programs:
Exemplary programs are highlighted/.

Could. g-iive ws, some Cdeak about who-pays, for varlows-typekof programkto-help
support new efforts, we' cteetryCnAa- to-get off the/growl& offeri,n1- teacher ,$ttpenzik.
U.S. Department of Eclucat'um..sponisors, a/ PI ocieb P ro feksional/DeNelopmentAwarthk
Program. We' could. review some of the Winners- an& set a* one' of our goals, to- create
a/ IA; ,maar program., field/test it for cl. year, and.clepencti4g, on, result; congcler apply fAcj-.

Resource
Title/URL:

Description and notes: How can this resourcelhelP%0Uriihdol improvement
efforts? .,

Resource
Title/URL:

Description and notes: How can this resource help our school improvement
efforts?
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Activity Organizer 4.3Discuss Research and Resources

Extension: Broadening the Conversation

List your plans for sharing research information and resource lists with colleagues and the community.

Note: If you have not already done so, take The Knowledge Loom tour to get better acquainted
with what the site offers. Click the "TOUR" button located on the home page at:

http://knowledgeloom.org
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Activity Organizer 4.4Supporting a National Learning Network

Extension: Reflection

Record notes about helpful Web resources you discovered and that you plan to post with your
comments to "Share your Story" as a tip for others.

Resource URL Notes

Note: If you have not already done so, take The Knowledge Loom tour to get better acquainted
with what the site offers. Click the "TOUR" button located on the home page at:

http://knowledgeloom.org
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Step 5:
Action Planning

and Dissemination

Concepts: Articulating Long Term Goals, Milestones, and

Action Items; Sharing your Success Story
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People interested in improvement planning at any leveldistrict, school, classroommight
find the Create an Action Plan activity organizer in this step helpful, but it is most valuable to
those who have completed all the steps in the Guidebook. If you have completed Steps 1
through 4 of the Guidebook, you have a set of completed activity organizers that document
the collegial discussions you have had analyzing best practices, how they look in action,
and how you want them to look in your own organization.

In this step, you can refer to those activity organizers as you complete a concrete action
plan for making your vision a reality. And as you move toward success, you are provided
with a simple template to record your progress and develop a success story that can be
shared on The Knowledge Loom as a learning tool for others.

Even if you have not completed the other steps in this Guidebook, consider using the
activity organizers in this step to organize your thinking about improvement in your district,
school, or classroom. And most important, use Activity Organizer 5.2 to create a success
story about your own site and submit it for inclusion on The Knowledge Loom.

ACTIVITIES

DURATION

You will work as a team to create an action plan, using the activity
organizers you completed in Steps 1 through 4 to guide the process,
and you will establish a way to document your school improvement
workresulting in a success story that can be shared on The Knowledge
Loom. During the Step 5 extension activity, you will review your
organization's school improvement goals and action items, then
think about committing to personal action items that will support the 'big
picture: A participants' evaluation form is provided for your convenience
in Appendix C.

PREPARATION

Open-ended (consider a series of short team sessions in which the plan
is recorded and then presented to stakeholders). Recording the improve-
ment process to create a success story is ongoing.

Note:

This overview and the section, How Do I Move From Planning to Suc-

cess?, can be copied and distributed to introduce participants to impor-
tant concepts and processes used in this step.

Terms appearing in boldface text are defined in Appendix A: Glossary.
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CC

How Do I Move from
Planning to Success?

Benchmarking fails when it is seen as a soCution,
rather than the starting _point. 11
Industry CEO

It is important to point out that this Guidebook is only a beginning. School improvement is
an ongoing process and obviously does not end after a plan for one or two goals has been
set It requires taking action on your plan, systematically revisiting and monitoring results,
and returning to resources like The Knowledge Loom for information and inspiration as new
needs arise. These are important next steps in advancing school improvement

If you have completed Steps 1 through 4 in this Guidebook, you have selected a focus
theme for your work and studied research-based best practices related to this theme.
you have examined best practices already in action at your own site, and you have ana-
lyzed what other schools, districts, and organizations are doing to achieve success. you
have also reviewed the research behind the best practices, and have explored a variety of
Web-based resources that further support your goals and interests for school improvement

you have done all this through a collaborative inquiry process, and as people think
together, they define and evaluate assumptions and establish a collective understanding
about where they are and where they want to go. Now that you and your colleagues are
speaking the same language, you are ready to define and implement a plan for the achieve-
ment of your targeted school improvement goals.

Long-Term Goals, Short-Term Goals (Milestones), and Action Items

If you did not realize it before beginning your work with The Knowledge Loom, once you
have completed several steps in the Guidebook, you will recognize that implementing best
practices means much more than saying you are going to do it Implementation, of course,
is a process, and it does not happen overnight The work that you and your school improve-
ment team are doing will take months, perhaps a few years, to complete. In order to keep
your eyes on the prize, it is important to articulate from the beginning what it is you are

working towardyour long-term goals.

In order to reach the long-term goals, you will need to map out a series of short-term
goals or milestones. These smaller goals will allow you to focus your energy on specific,
doable tasks, while keeping the long-term goal in mind. Try to imagine the two or three
major phases or big steps toward reaching each long-term goal, and make each of those a
short-term goal or milestone.
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Once you have identified the big steps to take toward your long-term goal, it is time to begin

identifying action itemsthings you can do today, this week, or this month to reach the
milestones. After your plan has been outlined, there is one more significant stepsharing
with others.

Documenting and Sharing your Success

The benchmarking process you engaged in as you used this Guidebook will be success-
ful if you have:

Established clear objectives driven by results,

Included all key stakeholders in the process,

Studied and accurately interpreted data, and

Planned soundly and devised built-in mechanisms for evaluating your progress.

Others can benefit greatly from your eventual success, and it is important for you to feel a
professional responsibility to tell your story of school improvement.

There is nothing like a good story to illustrate a point A story ties an explanation of what to
do with an example of how to do it. The Knowledge Loom Web site (http://
knowledgeloom.org) links proven best practices to narratives about districts, schools, and
classrooms where these practices have been put into action, to create a living textbook of
what works and how it works. Now that you have embarked on a school improvement
effort, we invite you to tell YOUR story on The Knowledge Loom and help colleagues learn
from your success. Activity Organizer 5.2 will help you document your story and prepare it
for submission to The Knowledge Loom.
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you will probably spend most of your time completing Step 5 away from The Knowledge
Loom, concentrating on your own school improvement goals and referring back to your
notes and completed activity organizers from Steps 1 through 4. However, revisiting details
from the online success stories can provide you with ideas for how to set your long- and
short-term goals and action items. Look especially at the "Feature Story," "Design and

Implementation," and "Replication Details" sections of each success story related to your
selected Knowledge Loom spotlight.

To find the success stories for a specific best practice:

1 Go to The Knowledge Loom home page (http://knowledgeloom.org) and click the
spotlight title you wish to explore.

2 Select "Investigate this Spotlight" or "GO" from that spotlight's cover page.

3 Click the "Policy, Stories, Research" link immediately below the best practice(s) you
wish to study. you will see a list of success stories listed by site name and location.

4 Click on the name of each site to view its story.

Note: In some spotlights an index page will appear after clicking "Investigate" or "GO"
In these cases, you will need to select a subcategory of best practices and click "Learn
More" before you see the "Policy, Stories, Research" links.

13S
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Replication Details
Replication lips

NOTE' If you have not already read the 'Design and Implementation' section, selecting
that from the menu before reading further will provide a context for the replication
details below.

Mary Russo, Principal 1990-6
alai Mary Russo comment on getting started. (transcrit)

A mapping process was used to assess phases, reforms, and points of reference:

iSummary of Mapping Exercise
1990 1 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 -6

Major Phases
[Preparation Putting :Deeper Change In Control of ;Consolidation!

structure in 'structural ways of doing resources and future
place 'development business :planning

Development /Reforms
Reflection on Team Schoolwide :Locus of
status development I [control

:Program [

Scouting Taking stock !development Training
reform

: .

Vision [Inclusion [Inquiry/
Training ;evaluation

Expectations :Teaching &
New [learning :Outcomes
leadership Customer

focus !Partnerships Teacher
teams

Recognition Future
orientation

Staff
development Learning

Use of talent

Inclusion

Technology

Figure 1: Example of use of a timeline in the "Replication Details" section
of a success story.
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GOAL

MATERIALS

DURATION

RATIONALE

II

Create an action plan to realize your selected long-term improvement
goals.

Activity Organizer 5.1Create an Action Plan

Activity organizers and notes completed during Steps 1 through 4 in this

Guidebook (if available)

Activity Organizer 5.3Disseminating your Action Plan

Open-ended

An action plan is most effective when created by a team of strategically
selected colleagues with a vested interest in the end results. Depending
on the focus theme that has been selected for this plan, the team might
be all the people in a curricular department, a cross-curricular school
improvement team, or some other sort of representative grouping of
colleagues and stakeholders.
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Activity Organizer 5.1 Create an Action Plan
When this activity organizer is complete, you will have a list of steps and actions to take toward
reaching your long-term goals.

Begin by jotting your long-term goals in the first column. Discuss and define two or three big steps
toward achieving each long-term goal; write these short-term goals in the middle column. Create your
to-do list in the Action Items column.

Long-Term Goals Short-Tenn Goals
or Milestones

Action Items

Get teach 1,vwo-liveci. 1,,n.

"a41,44-0' stlulent clata'
and/ 1,41,rtg,analyse* as, a/
bass*for sett-44/ their
ow YVprofe44Covta2,
development plan's,.

Ar

Improve.technolo-gy toobs,
wet& procecutre,s, far couectsvui
and. sRartrua, student datcv.

rall"D-V14-ectmecfTech'
refitnew studentwo-syste,m,

Fixtd.out about Cntrovetet le
RWracture school.
schedule/ to- calaw for team/
data analyst4e meet-ting*.

roakto-,schedulifuycommitteeR1
Develop cvpiroVotype/scheclule4

Invartgaterfundiefor release:Um

Estalylah,stanniiksian/ a.,ncl.
my CeAv proce,dare for profes-
sConal. deNelopmentp/a444: / '

Make coLlabo-r-atale.
problem.- RAN' the/
basi * of al/pr
development offered/ (44,

the/ dateCct:

4:

,

v-
\ '.\ ,-

Q.
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Directions: Step 5Activity 1

1

2

3

Identify a team of strategically selected colleagues to identify improve-

ment goals, milestones, and action items. Provide them with all the

activity organizers and notes completed during Steps 1 through 4 in the

Guidebook (if available) to guide their decisions about improvement

planning.

Begin by identifying your long-term goals in the first column of Activity

Organizer 5.1. Long-term goals can be those that you reach when you

have implemented a number of best practices, or they can be the best

practices themselves. In Step 2 of this Guidebook, you identified and

studied a number of best practices related to your focus theme.

4

For each long-term goal, discuss and define two or three big steps toward

achieving the long-term goal. Fill these into the second column as short-

term goals or milestones.

In the last column, create your to-do listthose actions you can do today,

this week, or this month toward reaching your milestones.
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Once the action plan is complete, brainstorm ideas for disseminating it to

all stakeholders for implementation. List your thoughts about dissemina-

tion on Activity Organizer 5.3. Be sure each appropriate stakeholder is

provided with a copy of the action plan. As you begin dissemination of

the plan to various stakeholders and constituents, elicit their ideas for

other ways to disseminate the plan, thoughts about possible stakeholder

groups that may have been overlooked (teachers, administrators, parents,

students, community members, local universities and businesses), and

ideas for keeping communication lines open over time as the plan is

implemented. Consider not only sharing the action plan, but also sharing

copies of The Knowledge Loom success stories that influenced the plan's
development.

.

If you have been using the Guidebook prior to completing this activity, you know that a good way to
engage with Knowledge Loom content is to share your thoughts and ideas about it with local
colleagues, members of the broader education community, and members of The Knowledge Loom
online community. Now that you have created an organizational action plan with long-term goals,
milestones, and action items, list ways you can disseminate this plan, get feedback, and garner
buy-in from all stakeholders.

Extension: Broadening the Conversation

Action plan dissemination and ongoing communication ideas:
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GOAL

MATERIALS

DURATION

RATIONALE

Step 5Activity 2
Documenting your Organization's Success Story

Document and then share your school improvement success story with a
national network of educators.

Activity Organizer 5.2Our Organization's Success Story

Open-ended and ongoing

The Knowledge Loom offers stories about best practices in action. Where
do these stories come from? They depend on people like youdistricts,
schools, and individual educators who are committed to educational
excellence, who have found a way to achieve it, and who are willing to
share with others about how they did it Developing a success story to
submit to The Knowledge Loom is a good way to track the completion of
action items listed on your improvement plan and document the steps
toward measurable results.

Activity Organizer 5.2 is provided as a template that will guide you over
time as you record facts about your school and its path to success. Once
the facts are recorded, you will use them to write a narrative about your

success.
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Activity Organizer 5.2Our Organization's Success Story
When you complete this activity organizer, you will have:

A record of where you started your improvement process and why,
A record of the steps toward realizing your goals, and
A record of results related to your efforts.

On separate paper, record information about each of the fields noted in bold on this template for
documenting a Knowledge Loom success story. you will write lists of facts, followed by a narrative
(The Facts and The Story). Record the facts over time. Write your story summary and narrative after
all the facts have been recorded. E-mail your completed story (or questions about the development
of your story) to loom@lab.brown.edu.

THE FACTS
These can be recorded as bulleted lists, charts, and graphs of progress over time (rather than in
narrative form). They are intended to give you and readers an overview of your steps to success.

Selected Spotlight Title:
This relates to the focus theme of your improvement planning. your story will be linked to this
Knowledge Loom spotlight. Note: Some success stories might link to more than one spotlight, such
as Adolescent Literacy in the Content Areas and Professional Development

Selected Best Practice(s):
Copy one or two of these from the list of best practices displayed in your selected Knowledge Loom
spotlight These correlate with the benchmarks or long-term goals represented in your action plan
and will be the focus of your work and your success story activities and results.

Best practice #1:

Best practice #2:

Name of School:
City, State:
Grade Levels:
Setting: (urban, suburban, rural)
type: (public, private)

Demographics:
What is the size of your staff and student ocioulatinn? Are there nther rtistinanishina rharacteristirs
such as free and reduced lunch, number
transient population, etc.

Background and Context:
What is currently going on at your site the
to integrate into your work? In a sense, th
your long-term solution.

Design and Implementation:
How did you/will you implement the best
copy of your action plan in this section is

Success story:

Sanutel/Ma4o-rvElevnentary School.

Roxbury, 1.1A

At the Sanwa M a/son.Elementary Schofli, s am/ old/
warehowse di4trict irt/1301.12,n4 ekt the/ only one*
lea rnhng/ vnore than/ ever be fore%' Froi t., sect-16,4y to-teacher to-
prCncipalf, every stuff otetra4*e. i>reir4ed. fcwoutlatv. a/
personal/ deve,lop 'neva-ea-iv eacikSOInb-er._11. all of the
teaches -k by now haven lyteci.' dualcev ?0.tto-ry ilel/ regular
and/ special/ educat&k they.cure,sii.11/ expected. to- cont-vnuctwsly
1.clentify what they-ctOn)t-yet 110orw and/to- structure their /earrv-
(Avg- accorciS u.statte, cold/ relea4e- day Mlle/ set agde for
school-w Ca& work/ and/creative scheclaUng, throughout the.
year enable* gracte-teVelteatnk and/ study groupk to- meet once

- ."-'a, week du L the:Jim-mak school/ day to- d,i/scus4,upcoanir j,
leacibteacherk Iv each subject area/ are availzyle. toefg,rtk

aksistOthf..(le w411, Cncorporattng, new practices:
"v1

To view the rest of the story, go to The Knowledge Loom (http://
knowledgeloom.org). Click the "Search" tab, find the key word box and
input: "Samuel Mason Elementary School".
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Directions: Step 5Activity 2

1

3

4

5

Assign an individual, a pair, or a small team to operate as the historians of
your improvement process.

Begin by having the historians record the following information listed on

Activity Organizer 5.2: Selected Spotlight Title, Selected Best Practices,

Name of School, City, State, Grade Levels, Setting, Type, Demographics,

Background and Context, and Contact Information. They can also begin to

list information in the Design and Implementation section, drawing from

the completed action plan (as well as including a copy of the action plan

itself). This section will be added to and adjusted as the improvement

process progresses.

As the organization progresses through the action plan, the historians will
keep records of action items completed, milestones achieved, qualitative

and quantitative results, and adjustments made in the plan. The develop-

ing success story should be posted where all those involved in the work

can readily access iteither online or in a binder in a central location.

It is important that others within the organization who are involved with

the improvement work play a role in reporting progress that can be

added to the developing success story. Encourage them to periodically

check the story and comment on missing details. Consider establishing a

periodic method of sharing individual progress and results that can be

added to the story. The historians will add these details to the Design and

Implementation, Replication Details, and Results sections of the template.

Once your organization feels that sufficient progress has been accom-

plished with your action plan, write a short summary and feature story

about your success. E-mail the completed template and success story to

loom@lab.brown.edu. Include your contact information, and we will get

back to you about next steps for posting the story on The Knowledge
Loom.
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6

Note: The Knowledge Loom also can accommodate other types of media
in addition to text We can discuss the possibilities of including documen-

tation you might have available, including audio files of teachers or

students talking about their work, video files of teachers in action, student

work samples, slide presentations, etc. This type of media provides a

powerful vision for others about how to create plans of their own based
on your success.

When your story is posted on The Knowledge Loom, use it to advertise

and celebrate your successful school improvement efforts!

Activity Organizer 5.2 continued

Results:
Over time, note things like changes in test scores and changes in student or faculty attitudes and
practices. Record success measures (evidence) that your action plan is moving forward. you will want
to note both qualitative and quantitative changes. Test scores are not the only measure of success.
Anecdotes add story value and are good illustrations for others.

Replication Details:
As you work with your improvement plan, keep a running list of things you implemented, what worked,
and what needed adjustment Think of this as a journal that documents your path toward improvement
These notes will serve as tips for others who might try to adapt what you did to their own situations.

Contact Information:
Name, address, phone, e-mail of a person at your site who could talk to others about this success.

THE STORY
Once you have listed all the facts about your success, use this information to write a short summary
and a feature story about your success. A helpful story-writing guide and story samples can be
accessed online at http://www.lab.brown.edu/bpo/psguide/writingguide.html
Scroll to bottom of page and click on 'Writing Guide Appendix E."

Short Summary:
A list of bullets (3-5 that clue the reader in to the main points about your story) and a 150-word
overview that tells people the real turn-around story or the essence of your success model.

Feature Story:
A 500- to 750-word narrative that expands on the summary, reads like a magazine article feature,
relates the story of your success, and will inspire others.
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GOAL

MATERIALS

DURATION

RATIONALE

Step 5- Activity 3
Developing a Personal Action Plan

Develop a personal action plan to support your team's action plan and

long-term goals.

Completed copy of Activity Organizer 5.1Create an Action Plan

Activity Organizer 5.4Personal Action Planning

30 minutes

An action plan usually outlines organizational milestones and action
items, but waiting for others to make them happen, while continuing your
status quo, day-to-day routines, does not accelerate successful change.
Individuals and their deliberate commitment to change will support the
successful implementation of the plan most efficiently.
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Activity Organizer 5.4 Personal Action Planning

Extension:

Personal action

Reflection

items that support your organization's action plan:
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1

2

3

4

Review the action plan recorded on Activity Organizer 5.1 and think

about personal milestones and action items to which you can commit that

will support the achievement of the action plan.

List these personal action items on Activity Organizer 5.4. These might be

additional milestones and corresponding action items that correlate with
organizational milestones stated on the plan, or they might be action

items that lend personal support to each milestone already stated on the

plan.

Consider selecting a trusted colleague with whom to share personal

milestones and action items. Offer opinions, support, and clarifications to

one another.

Each week, thoughtfully review the list you have created and make notes

about your progress. We suggest that you get a notebook in which to

date and record these weekly reflections, noting questions such as: "Have

I actively incorporated my action items into this week's activities? What

changes have I noticed in myself, my colleagues, my students? Are there

other action items I should be attending to? How is our organization/team

progressing as a whole? Are there conversations we need to have about

our action plan?" It is very helpful to document progress and use it to

both adjust old action items and plan new ones.
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Notes for Facilitators

Step 5Activity 1 is designed to help participants create a list of things they can
do today to begin, or continue, implementing best practices locally. The three
levels of the activity organizer help them see how immediate to-do items can be
tied to long-term goals. It is important to emphasize that long-term goals can be
broken down into smaller, more manageable projects.

Revisiting Knowledge Loom success stories can really help participants identify
those actions that they should be taking. It is important, though, that participants
understand that their path to school improvement is not going to look exactly like
another school's or district's. Rather than just laying out a plan based on actions
taken by the success-story group, participants should think carefully about local
issues including time schedules, personnel, and other resources. Adaptations of
another's success should be planned with these local particulars in mind.

Sharing copies of The Knowledge Loom success stories that influenced the
development of the action plan is an effective way to establish scenarios that can
concretely define the improvement process and help set expectations for realistic
results. Devising ways to share these success stories and discuss scenarioswhat
will it look like when it is workingcan add an effective dimension to the school
improvement process.

Consider having participants complete the extension activity while you are working
with them face-to-face. Sharing personal action items with colleagues can inspire
new ways of thinking about the work and each other. It also provides an opportu-

nity for establishing mentorships and support-relationships among colleagues.

Strongly encourage participants to develop a plan for the ongoing documentation
of their improvement work that will result in a success story that can be shared on
The Knowledge Loom. The notion of collaborative inquiry, upon which this Guide-
book is built, is not restricted to face-to-face interactions. Persuade educators to
feel a responsibility, as professionals, for contributing to the knowledge base about
what works in teaching and learning, and sharing this with colleagues worldwide.
The Knowledge Loom provides an effective venue for this level of sharing. As a
professional development facilitator, you can play an important role in helping to
establish a new paradigm for collegial sharing that reaches beyond one classroom,
one school, or one local community.
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Notes

Use this page to record how you used or modified the activities in this step.

Special Request: The Knowledge Loom team is interested in how you used the
Guidebook and The Knowledge Loom Web site. Please take the time to complete
and mail us the facilitator's evaluation in Appendix C.
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Step 5: Activity Organizers
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Activity Organizer 5.1-Create an Action Plan

Long-Term Goals Short-Tenn Goals
or Milestones

Action Items

li A B Using Tit 14.04A4 Lon.: A Guidebook
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Activity Organizer 5.1 Create an Action Plan
When this activity organizer is complete, you will have a list of steps and actions to take toward
reaching your long-term goals.

Begin by jotting your long-term goals in the first column. Discuss and define two or three big steps
toward achieving each long-term goal; write these short-term goals in the middle column. Create your
to-do list in the Action Items column.

Long-Term Goals Short-Term Goals
or Milestones

Action Items

G',..e._t1't7acher1.(..(.*. v ,°,1"1(m/0'6'_, '
cundi ng, a,nct.lyseis- co, a,
ba4i4efor setttvu3,thei.r
ow n/p rofeksional.
development plan&

I mprovetecivetology took
a-rd/procedure* far coLlecaT
and.,tharCncj, student data,.

Talic't"Crectar of Tech
Teatnew stzdelt 140sYstPtu
Find. out about (war-anat.

Restructuresehoird,
schedule to- calow for team/
data. analysi* ineerow.

rallazrsche_dulirukcommittee?
Develop aprot,typeschedula
Invegigateifund4s-for releaseAtm

Estab11411. suiroti4siolv cvn.d.
revi.ew procedure for profek-
sio-rua clevelopmentplank 4,,

Make/ collaborat'uve
proUlern.-so v' they
lla.4.i* of all/pr

de
velWpment offered. i.ev

the.

-
;,

,,

-),,k

---,,,

\\\-. 4.
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Activity Organizer 5.2Our Organization's Success Story

When you complete this activity organizer, you will have:
A record of where you started your improvement process and why,
A record of the steps toward realizing your goals, and
A record of results related to your efforts.

On separate paper, record information about each of the fields noted in bold on this template for
documenting a Knowledge Loom success story. you will write lists of facts, followed by a narrative
(The Facts and The Story). Record the facts over time. Write your story summary and narrative after
all the facts have been recorded. E-mail your completed story (or questions about the development
of your story) to loom@lab.brown.edu.

THE FACTS
These can be recorded as bulleted lists, charts, and graphs of progress over time (rather than in
narrative form). They are intended to give you and readers an overview of your steps to success.

Selected Spotlight Title:
This relates to the focus theme of your improvement planning. your story will be linked to this
Knowledge Loom spotlight. Note: Some success stories might link to more than one spotlight, such
as Adolescent Literacy in the Content Areas and Professional Development.

Selected Best Practice(s):
Copy one or two of these from the list of best practices displayed in your selected Knowledge Loom
spotlight. These correlate with the benchmarks or long-term goals represented in your action plan
and will be the focus of your work and your success story activities and results.

Best practice #1:

Best practice #2:

Name of School:
City, State:
Grade Levels:
Setting: (urban, suburban, rural)
Type: (public, private)

Demographics:
What is the size of your staff and student population? Are there other distinguishing characteristics
such as free and reduced lunch, number of native languages spoken, special-needs population,
transient population, etc.

Background and Context:
What is currently going on at your site that prompted you to focus on the best practice(s) you chose
to integrate into your work? In a sense, this is your problem statement. And, your action plan is
your long-term solution.

Design and Implementation:
How did you/will you implement the best practice(s)? What systems will be put in place? Including a
copy of your action plan in this section is helpful.
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Activity Organizer 5.2 continued

Results:
Over time, note things like changes in test scores and changes in student or faculty attitudes and
practices. Record success measures (evidence) that your action plan is moving forward. you will want
to note both qualitative and quantitative changes. Test scores are not the only measure of success.
Anecdotes add story value and are good illustrations for others.

Replication Details:
As you work with your improvement plan, keep a running list of things you implemented, what worked,
and what needed adjustment. Think of this as a journal that documents your path toward improvement.
These notes will serve as tips for others who might try to adapt what you did to their own situations.

Contact Information:
Name, address, phone, e-mail of a person at your site who could talk to others about this success.

THE STORY
Once you have listed all the facts about your success, use this information to write a short summary
and a feature story about your success. A helpful story-writing guide and story samples can be
accessed online at http://www.lab.brown.edu/bpo/psguide/writingguide.html
Scroll to bottom of page and click on "Writing Guide Appendix E."

Short Summary:
A list of bullets (3-5 that clue the reader in to the main points about your story) and a 150-word
overview that tells people the real turn-around story or the essence of your success model.

Feature Story:
A 500- to 750-word narrative that expands on the summary, reads like a magazine article feature,
relates the story of your success, and will inspire others.

1 7
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Activity Organizer 5.3Disseminating your Action Plan
If you have been using the Guidebook prior to completing this activity, you know that a good way to
engage with Knowledge Loom content is to share your thoughts and ideas about it with local
colleagues, members of the broader education community, and members of The Knowledge Loom
online community. Now that you have created an organizational action plan with long-term goals,
milestones, and action items, list ways you can disseminate this plan, get feedback, and garner
buy-in from all stakeholders.

Extension: Broadening the Conversation

Action plan dissemination and ongoing communication ideas:

Note: If you have not already done so, take The Knowledge Loom tour to get better acquainted
with what the site offers. Click the "TOUR" button located on the home page at:

http://knowledgeloom.org
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Activity Organizer 5.4Personal Action Planning

Extension: Reflection

Personal action items that support your organization's action plan:

Note: If you have not already done so, take The Knowledge Loom tour to get better acquainted
with what the site offers. Click the "TOUR" button located on the home page at:

http://knowledgeloom.org
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Appendix A
Glossary

action items
Concrete things you can do this week, this month, this year toward reaching your mile-
stones and long-term goals for improvement

benchmark
The proven approach or method that can help schools and districts reach their improve-
ment goals. In the context of this workbook, the words benchmark and best practice are
used interchangeably. The best practices or benchmarks listed on The Knowledge Loom in
each spotlight are recognized for causing demonstrable success or positive results. Best
practices for teaching and learning can range from broad methodologies to very focused
teaching and learning strategies. Most of the best practices that appear on The Knowledge
Loom are research-based and have been successful in one or more school settings. One
example of a best practice, or benchmark, for professional development is: "Professional
development should involve teachers in the identification of what they need to learn and in
the development of the learning experiences in which they will be involved"

benchmarking
A process of looking at best practices (in this context, best practices for teaching and
learning), and especially looking at how these practices are successfully implemented in
other organizations.

best practices
The proven approaches or methods that can help schools and districts reach their improve-
ment goals. In The Knowledge Loom, most of the practices listed are based on evidence
and research (see benchmark).

collaborative inquiry
Process in which colleagues talk together, share insights, and ask questions to plan im-
provement efforts and strategies. In the context of schools, groups of educators, such as a
school improvement team, come together to explore issues of teaching and learning.
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focus theme
A recognized topic area around which to concentrate improvement efforts. For schools, a
focus theme might be early literacy, adolescent literacy in the content areas, parent involve-
ment that supports student achievement, and so forth. The content in The Knowledge Loom
spotlights is organized around focus themes.

guiding documents/school planning documents.......................
The written records that guide improvement efforts at schools. They can include compre-
hensive education/school improvement plans, state and local curriculum mandates, curricu-
lum standards and frameworks, student test score data and comparisons, examples of
student work, individual student learning plans, and so forth.

long-term goals (see school improvement goals)
. . ........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..........................
milestones (see short-term goals)

performance indicator (performance measure/success measure)....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........
The actual activity that you can see in action indicating that an identified benchmark, best
practice, or desired way of operating is being implemented. Think of performance indicators
as evidence. One example of a best practice, or benchmark, for professional development
is "Professional development should involve teachers in the identification of what they need
to learn and in the development of the learning experiences in which they will be involved"
An example of a performance indicator or success measure for this best practice is that
teachers are observed meeting annually by grade level to look at student work and test
scores, evaluate weak points, and then recommend professional development activities that
will strengthen the delivery of curriculum in these areas.

performance measure/success measure (see performance indicator)

school improvement goals
The end result people are hoping for when engaging in change efforts. School improvement
goals are the expectations that everyone has for the end resultthe explicitly stated inten-
tions of improvement efforts. Sample improvement goals include increased student achieve-
ment in identified curriculum areas, systematized opportunities for job-embedded profes-
sional development, and increased participation of family and community members in
academic initiatives. Sometimes these are referred to as long-term goals.

short-term goals
A series of progressive phases or big steps toward reaching a long-term goal. These can
also be thought of as milestones.
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spotlight (Knowledge Loom spotlight)
Collections of rich resources organized around a selected theme. Each Knowledge Loom
spotlight contains lists and explanations of best practices, supporting success stories and
research summaries, links to related resources that can be found on other Web sites, and a
set of interactive tools that prompts users to input knowledge of their own.

success story
In the context of The Knowledge Loom, an informal case study that describes how a best
practice is implemented at a given school, district, or organization. Many of the success
stories on The Knowledge Loom include background information about the site, an expla-
nation of how they put the practice into action, and reporting on various results attributed to
the practice. In some cases, schools are just beginning to implement practices and report
on anticipated results that are being tracked, based on promising observations of individual
student achievement, shifts in attitudes, and so forth. In other cases, the practices are well-
established, and the stories offer both quantitative and qualitative data.
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Appendix B
Reproducible

Activity Organizers

All of the activity organizers found in each step in this Guidebook are available in this Appendix

for your convenience.
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Activity Organizer 1.1 - Select a Focus Theme

Focus Themes
(Knowledge Loom Spotlights)

School Improvement Goals

Adolescent Literacy
in the Content Areas

Cultural Relevance in Teaching

Early Literacy

Middle School Mathematics

Professional Development

School, Family, Community
Partnerships

Teaching with Technology

Technology Leadership

Which of the focus themes scored the highest? This is the spotlight that you will use when completing
other steps in The Knowledge Loom Guidebook. Note it here:

Knowledge Loom Spotlight

Now that you have identified a focus theme, list the improvement goals you selected to address as you
explore this theme.
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Activity Organizer 1.1 - Select a Focus Theme
When this organizer is complete, you will have:

Pinpointed the focus themes that are most closely tied to your stated school improvement efforts,

Identified a single spotlight with which to work on The Knowledge Loom, and

Set school improvement goals upon which to focus your work.

List three key school improvement goals in the boxes across the top of the organizer. Put an asterisk
next to focus themes most important to you (determine this by examining your guiding documents
and discussing them with colleagues). Rate on a scale of 1 through 3 (3 being the most significant)
the impact that each of the marked focus themes has on the three identified goals.

Focus Themes
(Knowledge Loom Spotlights)

School Improvement Goals
Student

Achievement
reacher

Sart/sir:tato-iv
Effect-IN&

Leadership
Adolescent Literacy *
in the Content Areas 3 3

,(,\,

Cultural Relevance
in Teaching

,

Early Literacy ,

Middle School Mathematics

Professional Development * 3 1

School, Family, Community
Partnerships

Teaching With Technology * 1 3

Technology Leadership
:-.o.

Which of the focus themes scored the highest? This is the spotlight that you will use when completing
other steps in The Knowledge Loom Guidebook. Note it here:

Adolescent Literacy Cnith.e. Content A rect*Knowledge Loom Spotlight

Now that you have identified a focus theme, list the improvement goals you selected to address as you
explore this theme.
1. Increcusedi student achZeNornent idn. literacy

-.Sift ..111 IJ 61... A Ate -OA _i . 01.

3. Desito-rustrated'support (tCvne and/ resources-) for literacy Cs/tit-Cara/es,

GO
at Leadership Lev
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Activity Organizer 1.2 - Input your Ideas
Extension: Broadening the Conversation

Record your thoughts in response to the "Input Your Ideas" question on The Knowledge Loom.

Note: If you have not already done so, take The Knowledge Loom tour to get better acquainted
with what the site offers. Click the "TOUR" button located on the home page at:

http://knowledgeloom.org
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Activity Organizer 1.3 - Learning From Colleagues

Extension: Reflection

Reflect on what colleagues had to say about the "Input your Ideas" question in your selected spotlight
on The Knowledge Loom. Are their ideas similar to yours? What is different? What is a surprise?
What did you learn from their ideas?

Note: If you have not already done so, take The Knowledge Loom tour to get better acquainted
with what the site offers. Click the "TOUR" button located on the home page at:

http://knowledgeloom.org
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Activity Organizer 2.1 - Best

Current Level
of Practice

Low Moderate High
1 2 3 4 5

Practices Assessment Tool

Importance/
Priority

Low Moderate High
1 2 3 4 5

Effective
Research-based

Practices/Programs

Current Evidence of
Practice

Describe the observable evidence
for this practice at your site.

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

NA B Using TA 14.owleist 1.4300: A Guidebook
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Activity Organizer 2.1 - Best Practices Assessment Tool
When this activity organizer is complete, you will:

Be familiar with the best practices listed for your chosen Knowledge Loom spotlight/focus theme,
Know which of these practices are most critical to your own school improvement efforts, and
Be able to determine specific performance measures that will help you evaluate progress toward
implementation of the best practices/benchmarks.

Record the best practice in the left column. Rate the current level of that practice in your school.
List specific evidence of that practice. Rate its priority to your school's improvement goals.
(you will need multiple copies of this organizer.)

Pr DeNe/op meritSelected Spotlight Title

Effective
Research-based

Practices/Programs

Current Level
of Practice

Low Moderate High
1 2 3 4 5

Current Evidence of
practice

Describe the observable evidence
for this practice at your site.

Importance/
Priority

Low Moderate High
1 2 3 4 5

Profe4rsionale develop rnent
shot ld. be. baesede one
analyses, of thee differences,analy ses'
between/ (a) actual,
student-performance and.
(b) goats/ and/ stand ard*
for student learni,ne.

0 2 3 4 5

0 n/y those grade lfere4/y"
requiriAgestit. '''''
meet ,,,t1 after rt

stzl/fulardpecjitv,stt-e-m-A-1XV
are released:&dts's-

.%,'',,,performance.gaps:

1 2 3 4 CO

Profesesionca. d.evelopynent
should. be pri,maray
school.-based, and/built
oft the day-to-day worlc,
of tectchLnge.

1 3
,Y11'w-4-5\

Abet 25% of iileructionca.
Aea rnk meet weer share
tnstructional<prcad/s

. \V \
reachers,' regularly use

4.nsizvnt electrovu:ce messaging',
ti;upclate each, other on'
awes/about student.
amigned, 1,n/common4

1 2 Gi 4 5

Profesesional. development
should. be coritt.nuous, and/

erc.,ongoing-, CvwolneCnge follow
up ande support for furthe,+-k
learniAzy, tncludino, sup !,=.,
port from, source* external.
to-the school, that car /pro--
vide' necessary resources,
and, new perspectievese.

1

,,

°'2 3

,g'

4 5

0 utside pre4enters- are/
brought i;ne periodically 11,-

give' workshops; follow -up
(*generally dependent
one 1,ndidvIdua/.4:

1 2 0 4 5

Professional. deevelopment
should. 1.nvolvettachers,
Cn, the identtficatco-n, of
what they need/to-learn,
and, CA, the deve/op *tent
of the learrttng,
experCencese ("AA, which/they
wale be. Cnivoleved%

0 2 3 4 5

Schoolehmfaepolicey whereby
teachers, cane be. granixd,
relea4eettmee once a/year
133-. a t ten d ea/one-day
workshop or conferee ce%

A few teachers, aesketv- attend.
speciaip interest confereAces:

1 2 3 4 05
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Activity Organizer
What are we doing now?
(Current Evidence)

2.2 - Performance Measures

What do we want to
be doing?
(Future Evidence)

and Next Steps

What are our next
steps?

A B Using Tit 1(4.0witig Loon.: A Guidebook
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II

When this activity organizer is complete, you will:
Identify current evidence of a best practice in action at your site,
Identify additional performance measures (future evidence), and
Begin to list next steps to accomplish your goals.

Complete a separate organizer for each selected best practice. First, list the best practice on the organizer.
Then, in the left-hand column, list any current evidence of that practice in action in your school
(this can be taken from Activity Organizer 2.1). In the middle column, list future evidence that you hope to
see that will indicate when the practice is effectively and systemically implemented and working
(performance measures/success measures). In the third column, outline steps you need to take to
implement this practice.

Best Practice/Benchmark: Profes.sionza. develop ment gloat& im A olive teacherk (A/ tile
Cdentificat',n, of what they need/to-learn, and. CA/ the development of the/ learniok_
experience* IA/ which/they will/ be idnvolved..

What are we doing now
(Current Evidence)

Performance Measure:
What do we want to be
doing?
(Future Evidence)

What are our next
steps?

Schack has- a/ poUcy whereby
teachers caw be/ granted/
relea4e. Mile once ot. year
to- attend/ a/ one-day work-
shop or conference..

A few teachers a4.1c/t0-
attend/ speci.a//-1,nterelt
conferences-

,-s-

.

Have teachers- select the/
professiona2/ development
top Les- of most Interest and,
or-p.*144e/ twzrrtabtmartiAlijk

A

DeNdop trod vu EohO-rt-3,
\<tt.,with/the/ school/ that caw

pia,A, a4,14, lead, ty ,,

based/ ow lor.a.kr''neec14,,'-

eixperryse.

PrOviAle/,1441:(4or
fAceAt'lles, ' Mywie,

,',
trafrerNk.

Staff deve2opment done/ tin/vie
1 at YUPAVeWay not ju,st

lanned. workshops-.

Create/ a/ task/farce/that
represents- ea cle. leNeW
departments-. Task/ force
'Lint:PAN CeAv k teachers- about

5*-k,s, of Cntr.rest for profek-
;')RA5nakde/ye/opment.' 1.
A sic/ pri.ncipoa. to- i"ve.stCgatei

/143calistotte fiknd44 to-
support Stipend*.

I vvve4tIgate scheduUng
options-so-that (A4tructrxmat
or department:a/teams-
ccul. meet regularly to-learn/
from ono another.

Encourage/ teacherk to- sit
LW'./ o-vv a/ COVeacjiAeik Cl a44:

Post one. tip we le-arned. on/
school he electronie lytAlleti#v
board/.
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Activity Organizer 2.3 - Colleagues as Resources

Extension: Reflection

Based on the conversations you had about evidence of best practices already found in your school,
what skills do you or your team already possess that others need?

What did you learn today about what someone else is doing that could influence what you do?

Note: If you have not already done so, take The Knowledge Loom tour to get better acquainted
with what the site offers. Click the "TOUR" button located on the home page at:

http: / /knowledgeloom.org
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Activity Organizer 2.4 - Connecting With Colleagues

Extension: Broadening the Conversation

List three strategies for connecting with colleagues identified on the previous page to share what you
know or to learn from them. Set a date for accomplishing the connections and a plan for putting new
knowledge into action.

Note: If you have not already done so, take The Knowledge Loom tour to get better acquainted
with what the site offers. Click the "TOUR" button located on the home page at:

http://knowledgeloom.org
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Activity Organizer 3.2 -
Success Factors

Identify
Gap

IA 1/- , X

Performance Gaps
Effect on Goals
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Activity Organizer 3.2 - Identify Performance Gaps
When this activity organizer is complete, you will:

Be aware of performance gaps between your school improvement group and the success-story
group, and
Understand what the impact of these gaps is on reaching your goals and be ready to identify
action items that help toward reaching your goals.

Under the Success Factors heading, list items from the completed copies of Activity Organizer 3.1
that you feel are most important to successfully implement the best practice being studied. Record
the differences between these items (story's success factors) and your own site's practices (V+, , )C)

Reflect on what impact you believe this difference is having on reaching your school improvement goals.

Success Factors Gap Effect on Goals

Weekly meet-Ik to- study
and/ apply stratax* X

St-vateek we.preisent
aren;t ,vi,vacZng, Cni becawse,
we. don;t allow UAW/
cluri,ruy the/ week,.

A rway34:41.0/student. data/ We. clo-thi,k, but- only once.
a,yecyr, ,, after stanclardd/
-tescyft be, anectiguy

'tilv. embedded/
20())1.-

. ,

,.- -,'----- yi

..*
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Activity Organizer 3.3: Share Success Stories

Extension: Broadening the Conversation

List colleagues to whom you want to send selected stories. (List name and location
of story site next to name of colleague.)

Name E-Mail Story Site

Note: To relocate the stories at a later time online, click the "Search" tab on any Knowledge Loom
page. Type the name of the school in the keyword box on the search form and click the submit button.

Items to discuss with the success story contacts:

Note: If you have not already done so, take The Knowledge Loom tour to get better acquainted
with what the site offers. Click the "TOUR" button located on the home page at:

http://knowledgeloom.org

Si http://knowledgeloom.org
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Activity Organizer 3.4: Share your Tip for School Improvement

Extension: Reflection

Make notes about your tip or success story:

Note: If you have not already done so, take The Knowledge Loom tour to get better acquainted
with what the site offers. Click the "TOUR" button located on the home page at:

http://knowledgeloom.org

1P2
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Activity Organizer 4.1 - Reviewing the Research
Practice:

Research
Summary
Notes

1) Important points to remember. 2) What needs further investigation?

Research
to Read

How can this support our school improvement efforts?

NA B Using TA le.4044t4 too0s: A Guidebook
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Activity Organizer 4.1 - Reviewing the Research
When this activity organizer is complete, you will:

Be able to point to academic research that backs up the school improvement work you are doing, and
Identify and select items that need further study.

Read the research summary for the best practice you are studying and take notes. Reflect on what this
means to your school improvement goals/needs as you fill in the rest of the organizer. Items for further
study can be selected from the reference bibliography. Complete a separate organizer for each best
practice you are studying.

Practice:
Prof

development shout& be based, an/ analyses- ofthe. difference
between/ (a.) actiA student performance anth (b) goals, and/ stzt.ndard/s- for
student learnirto:

Research
Summary
Notes

These analyses -point out the' boefuineme of caternaave stvatwies- for
student tear ni,ng, and/ school' imiproventent, payi*vg, close attenrum
to-the gai,nk made by &Nene types,of learners:

7(-

.,\ (\\-\
'4,' k\:=

\'S-2,::::77
1) Important points to remember. 2) What needs further investigation?rr.x,\ \i/

We need' to- examine. our SC11401/ i.vnproventent goalekaruPartaine. irtSivi,d,ual.
studentperfrnernance. inn. reit:Wu:tn. / to. those g 4aliss.*Adiresea.:Yrciv that aligns, school/
Ltnprovensent vats, with/ student achievemen- t7.'Fi,n;51/\,resea'rch, that helps, co, explore

\-er'.. ent stvatecjiek for student learn i, n 4 \
'' \\-'2

\ ,\ \
...,-,

.-:\., \ %) /

Research
to Read

, ,,-,

"reacherso'c\arx,duwae/OrThe.4- Learning Transforming'- \--- /Pro for Student S acces,$)1

'.-

How can this support our school improvement efforts?

Thu- report' fro-m/the Natianab Fenkrviart.0-Y1/ for theImprovement of Educatto-n/
(Nat) says, that when/ teacherk take col/arab of their ow n, p rofeksicrnabdeNetopvnent,
student succew irtcrea4es: I think. we can/ use this report to- make the ca4e. that
teacher,s- an student data' should/ be at the center of our school/
Camp rovesnente.
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Activity Organizer 4.2 - Reviewing Related Web Resources

Practice:

Resource
Title /U RL:

Description and notes: How can this resource help our school
improvement efforts?

Resource
Title /U RL:

Description and notes: How can this resource help our school
improvement efforts?

Resource
Title /URL:

Description and notes: How can this resource help our school
improvement efforts?

A B Using TA 14.0w1c4 &um.: A Guidebook
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Activity Organizer 4.2 - Reviewing Related Web Resources
When this activity organizer is complete, you will have:

Identified several Web resources that will support your school improvement activities, and
Thought about ways these resources can directly help your work.

List the practice and Web resources that you are exploring. Evaluate how the resources can
help your school improvement efforts.

Practice: Not relatta/to-a/parttcalar practi..ce. general. resource for professional/
development best practices:

Resource
llitle/URL:

A rnerizan,Fecieratto-n.°treachery ProfeisicnuaDevelopment
http://www. aft orglEcl4sues(teacherquality/prodev.htft

Description and notes: How can this resource help our school improvement
efforts?

LIAs-the charazizriztics, of good/professional/ develop vnevIt program*
Exemplary program's- are highlighte4/.

Could. Ow/ tA4e SO-Prie/ Ideas, about who- pays' for various type* ofprogramyto-help
support new efforts( we aretryi,ng-to- get off the ground. offe-riruy teacher stVerlds-.
U.S. 'Departmentof fai.kcatto-n, spo-nsork cvMacieLProfes,sionabDevelopment-A ward*
Program'. We some ofthe wi;n4ierka."1/set cvs,one of our gOallk to- create'
a/ similar programs fl.eld.test it for a/ year, arwl. depertut ow resulty, consider applying:

Resource
litle/URL:

Description and notes: How can this resourcezhelp our school improvement
efforts?

\

\\. cy

Resource
Title /URL:

t,_:\

- ,..,:.,,c
k--

Description and notes ifow can this resource help our school improvement
efforts? ..
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Activity Organizer 4.3Discuss Research and Resources

Extension: Broadening the Conversation

List your plans for sharing research information and resource lists with colleagues and the community.

Note: If you have not already done so, take The Knowledge Loom tour to get better acquainted
with what the site offers. Click the "TOUR" button located on the home page at:

http://knowledgeloom.org

187 http://knowledgeloom.org
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Activity Organizer 4.4: Supporting a National Learning Network

Extension: Reflection

Record notes about helpful Web resources you discovered and that you plan to post with your
comments to "Share your Story" as a tip for others.

Resource URL Tips

Note: If you have not already done so, take The Knowledge Loom tour to get better acquainted
with what the site offers. Click the "TOUR" button located on the home page at:

http://knowledgeloom.org
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Activity Organizer 5.1 - Create an Action Plan

Long-Term Goals Short-Term Goals
or Milestones

Action Items

HI A B Using TA /444,414 L060.: A Guidebook
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When this activity organizer is complete, you will have a list of steps and actions to take toward reaching
your long-term goals.

Begin by jotting your long-term goals in the first column. Discuss and define two or three big steps toward
achieving each long-term goal; write the short-term goals in the middle column. Create your to-do list in
the Action Items column.

Long-Tenn Goals Short Term Goals
or Milestones

Action Items

°et-I:me-hers', .._"'al'vecl'6.1'

arteanriA0' 141W'eA14 "4a'
and/ wsi,no/ avtaboes,
bads,for setting/their
ow vvprofeksional.
deNeloprnent plan*.

iinpro.v&technoloco toots,
and/procedures,for col2ecti#4
and. sRariAlAg,student data/.

TalivtoDirectzr of Tech
Teat new MAI:lentcnirYsYstem,
FIAZ out about Intranet:

Restructure.Restructure. school/
sclieduie. to- calow for team.
data/ arutlysi* stteetirtop-.

Tallairschedulav-committee,
Develop a/protvtypeschedula
Rwestigate,fumIsfor releasettote

Establak sabittasio-vv and,
revi.ew procedurefar PD

.

Make, collaborattve
prob-Letn/-soly' the/
ba.44-4, ofcalpr
development offered/ 141/

the cUstrict.
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,
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Activity Organizer 5.2 - Our Organization's Success Story
When you complete this activity organizer, you will have:

A record of where you started your improvement process and why,
A record of the steps toward realizing your goals, and
A record of results related to your efforts.

On separate paper, record information about each of the fields noted in bold on this template for
documenting a Knowledge Loom success story. you will write lists of facts, followed by a narrative
(The Facts and The Story). Record the facts over time. Write your story summary and narrative after
all the facts have been recorded. E-mail your completed story (or questions about the development
of your story) to loom@lab.brown.edu.

THE FACTS
These can be recorded as bulleted lists, charts, and graphs of progress over time (rather than in
narrative form). They are intended to give you and readers an overview of your steps to success.

Selected Spotlight Title:
This relates to the focus theme of your improvement planning. your story will be linked to this
Knowledge Loom spotlight. Note: Some success stories might link to more than one spotlight, such
as Adolescent Literacy in the Content Areas and Professional Development.

Selected Best Practice(s):
Copy one or two of these from the list of best practices displayed in your selected Knowledge Loom
spotlight. These correlate with the benchmarks or long-term goals represented in your action plan
and will be the focus of your work and your success story activities and results.

Best practice #1:

Best practice #2:

Name of School:
City, State:
Grade Levels:
Setting: (urban, suburban, rural)
Type: (public, private)

Demographics:
What is the size of your staff and student population? Are there other distinguishing characteristics
such as free and reduced lunch, number of native languages spoken, special-needs population,
transient population, etc.

Background and Context:
What is currently going on at your site that prompted you to focus on the best practice(s) you chose
to integrate into your work? In a sense, this is your problem statement. And, your action plan is
your long-term solution.

Design and Implementation:
How did you/will you implement the best practicels)? What systems will be put in place? Including a
copy of your action plan in this section is helpful.

http://knowledgeloom.org
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Activity Organizer 5.2 continued

Results:
Over time, note things like changes in test scores and changes in student or faculty attitudes and
practices. Record success measures (evidence) that your action plan is moving forward. you willwant
to note both qualitative and quantitative changes. Test scores are not the only measure of success.
Anecdotes add story value and are good illustrations for others.

Replication Details:
As you work with your improvement plan, keep a running list of things you implemented, what worked,
and what needed adjustment. Think of this as a journal that documents your path toward improvement.
These notes will serve as tips for others who might try to adapt what you did to their own situations.

Contact Information:
Name, address, phone, e-mail of a person at your site who could talk to others about this success.

THE STORY
Once you have listed all the facts about your success, use this information to write a short summary
and a feature story about your success. A helpful story-writing guide and story samples can be
accessed online at http://www.lab.brown.edu/bpo/psguide/writingguide.html
Scroll to bottom of page and click on "Writing Guide Appendix E."

Short Summary:
A list of bullets (3-5 that clue the reader in to the main points about your story) and a 150-word
overview that tells people the real turn-around story or the essence of your success model.

Feature Story:
A 500- to 750-word narrative that expands on the summary, reads like a magazine article feature,
relates the story of your success, and will inspire others.

http://knowledgeloom.org
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Activity Organizer 5.3: Disseminating your Action Plan
If you have been using the Guidebook prior to completing this activity, you know that a good way to
engage with Knowledge Loom content is to share your thoughts and ideas about it with local colleagues,
members of the broader education community, and members of The Knowledge Loom online community.
Now that you have created an organizational action plan with long-term goals, milestones, and action
items, list ways you can disseminate this plan, get feedback, and garner buy-in from all stakeholders.

Extension: Broadening the Conversation

Action plan dissemination and ongoing communication ideas:

Note: If you have not already done so, take The Knowledge Loom tour to get better acquainted
with what the site offers. Click the "TOUR" button located on the home page at:

http://knowledgeloom.org
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Activity Organizer 5.4: Personal Action Planning

Extension: Reflection

Personal action items that support your organization's action plan:

Note: If you have not already done so, take The Knowledge Loom tour to get better acquainted
with what the site offers. Click the "TOUR" button located on the home page at:

http://knowledgeloom.org
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Appendix C
Evaluation Forms

Participants' Evaluation Form

Facilitator's Evaluation of The Knowledge Loom and Guidebook

The Knowledge Loom team is interested in how you used the Guidebook and The Knowledge

Loom Web site. Please take the time to complete and mail us the Facilitator's Evaluation of The
Knowledge Loom and Guidebook found in this appendix.

195 http://knowledgeloom.org
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Participants' Evaluation Form

Topic of Professional Development Activity

Facilitator's Name

Date

Were the goals of this professional development activity clear? yes No
What were the goals of the activity?

Were the goals successfully accomplished?

If no, why not?

What was the best/strongest aspect of this activity?

What suggestions do you have for improving this activity?

What did you learn from this activity?

yes No

Will this activity have an impact on your teaching practice? yes No

How?

After having completed this professional development activity,
what do you feel should be your next steps?
(Use the back of this form to explain.)

111 A B Using TA fe.44wittif tom.: A Guidebook
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Facilitator's Evaluation of The Knowledge Loom and Guidebook

Facilitator Name:

Position/Title:

Please check all that apply:
Administrator/Coordinator from: state district school

Classroom teacher elementary middle high other

University

Other

Organization:

City/State:

E-mail:

1. Please describe the position/grade levels of participants in your professional development

activities using the Guidebook.

2. What was your goal for using The Knowledge Loom and the Guidebook?

A B Using TA Loom.: A Guidebook
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3. How did you use The Knowledge Loom and the Guidebook? (Check all that apply.)

I used all the steps in the Guidebook in consecutive order.

I used Step 1 first, then used all the steps in the Guidebook but in different order.

I used selected activities/activity organizers as stand-alone professional develop-
ment activities.

I adapted selected activities/activity organizers to support other professional
development activities that I developed myself.

I was inspired by some of the activities and ideas in the Guidebook to create my

own activities.

I used The Knowledge Loom Web site content, but did not use the Guidebook.

Other, please explain:

4. If you found specific activities or activity organizers from the Guidebook to be useful,
please note which ones, why each was helpful, and how you applied it.

Step Activity

Step Activity

Step Activity

5. What Knowledge Loom spotlight themes have you used for professional development?

Adolescent Literacy in the Content Areas

Cultural Relevance in Teaching

Early Literacy, a National Perspective

Early Literacy in the Northeast

Good Models of Teaching With Technology

Middle School Math

Professional Development

School, Family, and Community Partnerships

Technology Leadership

Other

A B Using TA Govitte i 1.000.: A Guidebook
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6. How would you rate The Knowledge Loom Web site content on the following criteria?
(Circle your responses.)

Overall quality Excellent Good Satisfactory Fair Poor N/A

Presentation Excellent Good Satisfactory Fair Poor N/A

Usefulness of content Excellent Good Satisfactory Fair Poor N/A

Suitability to intended
purpose/audience Excellent Good Satisfactory Fair Poor N/A

Meeting your needs
and expectations Excellent Good Satisfactory Fair Poor N/A

If it did not meet your needs, please explain briefly:

7. a. What did you like best about The Knowledge Loom Web site?

b. What could be added or improved to make it better suited to your needs?

8. How would you rate the Guidebook on the following criteria?

Overall quality Excellent Good Satisfactory Fair Poor N/A

Presentation Excellent Good Satisfactory Fair Poor N/A

Usefulness of content Excellent Good Satisfactory Fair Poor N/A

Suitability to intended
purpose/audience Excellent Good Satisfactory Fair Poor N/A

Meeting your needs
and expectations Excellent Good Satisfactory Fair Poor N/A

If it did not meet your needs, please explain briefly:

A B Using Tie Gov/ lagt. L000: A Guidebook
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9. a. What did you like best about the Guidebook?

b. What could be added or improved to make it better suited to your needs?

10. Please indicate whether any of the following describe how The Knowledge Loom and the
Guidebook may have affected you and your work.
(Circle your responses.)

Increased awareness of important new skills and knowledge yes no N/A

Informed decision-making and planning yes no N/A

May change or enhance the quality of professional
development practices yes no N/A

May change or enhance practices affecting student performance yes no N/A

Other possible impact: (Please comment below) yes no N/A

11. What other follow-up products or Knowledge Loom content topics would you find useful?

Thank you for taking the time to complete this evaluation. your comments will help shape our
products and services.

Please send to:

AU: Knowledge Loom Guidebook Evaluation

Education Alliance/

Northeast and Islands Regional Educational Laboratory at Brown University

222 Richmond Street

Providence, Rhode Island 02903-4226

FAX: 401/421-7650

http://knowledgeloom.org
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